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Abstract 

The objectives of this thesis were to develop techniques that can be employed to monitor process 

quality on-line in industrial Nd: YAG laser material processing applications 

Work was carried out to develop sensors that will be practical for use in industrial conditions. 

These sensors were then used to observe process behaviour during processing and in particular 

laser welding. 

Optical sensing was favoured because of light's inherent immunity to noise and the ease in which 

it can be transmitted though simple optics. 

The techniques employed were found to be both flexible and sensitive to the events occurring 

within the process. 

From this work a range of techniques have been developed which can be used for monitoring 

changes from the normal condition, and indicate a change in quality. These include a method for 

accurately monitoring of laser beam focus position with potential for closed loop control, a 

method for determining changes in laser beam coupling efficiency, penetration monitoring and a 

method for discriminating between different causes of penetration defects. 
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Introduction 

1.1 Development of the Nd: YAG Laser 

It was in 1917 that Einstein [I] first introduced the idea of stimulated emission when he showed 

that to describe fully the interaction of radiation with matter, a process must be included, where 

an atom in an excited state is induced to decay to a lower state by the interaction of radiation. 

Gordon, Zeiger and Townes [2] demonstrated the first practical device showing stimulated 

emission with an ammonia MASER (Microwave Amplification by Stimulated Emission of 

Radiation) in 1954. The first LASER (Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation) 

followed shortly afterwards when Maiman [3] demonstrated oscillating action at 693.4nni in 

ruby, in 1960. 

The solid state Neodymium: Yttrium Aluminium Garnet (Nd: YAG) laser and gas based Carbon 

Dioxide (C02) laser were later developed in the Bell Laboratories in 1964 [4]. 

The total world market for laser systems (machines incorporating laser sources) in 2000 is 

estimated [5,6] at nearly 4 billion US dollars. This includes the use of lasers for such diverse 

applications as telecommunication, optical storage, medical applications and material processing 

such as welding, cutting and drilling. The material-processing sector, widely regarded as the 

industrial sector, is estimated to be worth just over $ l. Obn per annum, in revenue. 

Industrial lasers, used for material processing applications, comprise approximately 8% of the 

machine tool market and are now expected to experience similar 10% p. a. growth as this sector. 

The industrial laser market is now dominated by theC02and Nd: YAG laser sources. The 
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Nd: YAG laser employs a solid crystal usually in the form of a cylindrical rod or rectangular slab. 

The Carbon Dioxide laser employs a mixture of gases (helium, nitrogen and carbon dioxide) as 

the medium to generate the laser beam. The principal output wavelengths of the Nd: YAG and the 

C02 laser beam is 1.064pm and 10.6pm respectively. 

The C02 laser currently has the lion's share of the industrial market, accounting for over 50% of 

the market revenue and units sold. Solid state lasers (within which Nd: YAG is the principal 

source) account for approximately 38% of both revenue and units. 

The biggest area of application for industrial lasers is for marking and cutting, however there is 

strong growth (17-20%) predicted for welding applications, mainly in the automotive sector over 

the next ten years. The main automotive applications are welding of body components on-line, 

such as roof to body side and, tailored blank welding. Other non-automotive applications include 

welding of domestic products such as radiators. 

A particular attribute of the Nd: YAG laser, by virtue of its shorter wavelength, is that common 

optical materials such as fused silica, can be used for its beam delivery. An attractive and flexible 

option available to these lasers is the use of a fibre optic for beam delivery. 

1.2 Nd: YAG Laser Material Processing Performance. 

Driven partly by market demand and partly by technological interest the Nd: YAG laser has 

undergone extensive development in recent years and is now becoming more widely available at 

higher power levels (14M). Some Nd: YAG lasers at this power level have the capability of 

providing both continuous wave and pulsed output from the same source. 
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The use of Nd: YAG lasers for materials processing is now commonplace for a variety of 

applications the most common being welding, cutting and drilling of metals. Claimed 

performance data such as maximum speed, depth of penetration is commonly available mainly as 

product data from manufacturers of sources and applications publications. Figure 1.1 shows a 

graph compiled from data from a variety of manufacturers of welding performance for mild steel. 

The data have been presented in the form of maximum processing speed against thickness of 

material for full penetration, for several levels of laser mean power. For comparison similar data 

for C02 laser sources have also been plotted. All Nd: YAG laser data are for fibre optic beam 

delivery. 

'I'his is a common way of presenting such data and is generally intended to give an indication of 

potential performance for more specific applications. It is interesting to note that the absolute 

welding performance of Nd: YAG lasers, compared with reported performance 8 years ago [7], 

has, in the thinner materials (0.5-I. Omm) more than doubled and, in the medium thickness 

materials (3-5 mm) increased by a factor of 5-10. It can also be seen that the relative welding 

performance of an Nd: YAG laser with 3.5kW at the work-piece is capable of higher welding 

speeds than a4 kW C02 source and can be shown to be approximately the same as a5 kW 

source. High performance has mainly been achieved through improved beam quality, allowing 

greater intensity and mean power at the work-piece. 

Very high welding speeds can be achieved by welding without the use of the shielding gas [8], 

normally used to prevent oxidation of the molten metal in the weld. At these high speeds, the 

beam interaction time seems sufficiently short to prevent adverse oxidation. This approach does 

not seem practical with the C02 laser because of excessive beam absorption in the plasma above 
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the work-piece and as a consequence is making the Nd: YAG laser attractive to tailored blank 

manufacturers [9] who require high speed, low cost welding in thin steel sheet. 

12 

a 10 
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Figure 1.1. Comparison of laser welding performance for industrial lasers [ 10,11 ] 

Fibre optic beam delivery has been proven to be both flexible and easy to maintain and greatly 

simplifies the task of delivering the beam for processing complex three-dimensional components. 
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ing fibre opt' I. -igure 1.2 shows a schematic of a typical automated Nd: YAG laser system featun ic 

beam del ivery [ 12]. 

As a result of the increased power, fibre optic beam delivery and the laser's inherent suitability to 

autornation there is now considerable interest in applying Nd: YAG lasers to on-line production, 

particularly in the autornotive manufacturing industry. 

Processing perforniance is not the whole story however; probably the biggest overriding 

consideration for an industrial user, when considering any machine tool, is the cost of ownership 

[ 13]. One way of calculating this is by cost per part or per metre of weld. Such a costing takes 

into account running costs (electricity and other consurnables), depreciation of capital cost. laser 

availability and of course reject rate. 
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The reliability of these systems has also been proven to be high [ 14] and in general productivity is 

being realised; however, there is still a desire, driven largely by market competition and the 

relentless quest for cost reduction, for still greater process repeatability and assurances of quality. 

It would therefore, be very attractive to be able to monitor and control the integrity of the process 

in real time and to correct for the natural variations in the process before they can affect the 

quality of the finished component. 

It is the purpose of this work to explore the possibilities of in-process monitoring for quality 

control for application with industrial Nd: YAG lasers. 

13 Project Objectives and Strategy 

The principal objective of this work was to explore the possibility of using monitoring methods to 

observe optical process phenomena occurring during laser welding with a Nd: YAG. The work 

was carried out with specific attention to both understanding the nature of phenomena and 

understanding their significance to monitoring of process quality. In particular, determining 

optical activity capable of discriminating between the different faults, so as to offer the potential 

for fast diagnosis and adaptive control of the process. 

The strategy employed for this work can be summarised into four main areas: 

* To develop practical techniques for observing signals from the process. 

9 To observe the various signals emanating from the laser-material interaction process. 

9 To correlate signals with events occurring within the process and to the quality aspects of 

that process. 

* To use these signals in an in-process monitoring system which can be used to provide an 

alarm or to correct for process errors. 
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2 Lasers Used for Material Processing 

2.1 Laser Sources 

There are three main types of laser source that have found greatest up take for industrial 

applications, the carbon dioxide laser, the excimer laser and the Neodymium: Yttrium Aluminium. 

Garnet (Nd: YAG) laser. These are characterised by the media used to produce the laser beam. 

The carbon dioxide laser produces laser light from a mixture of gases including nitrogen, helium 

and carbon dioxide. This type of laser can produce a range of wavelengths from 9000 to II 000run 

but the wavelength normally used for industrial applications is 10,600mn. The C02 laser is 

currently available at mean powers up to 25kW for industrial applications. 

The excimer laser can radiate at a number of wavelengths, depending on the gaseous mixture 

employed. Its emission is dependent on the excitation of rare-gas halides; these are shown in 

table I below: 

Excimer Laser Type Wavelength (run) 

ArF 193 

KrCl 222 

KrF 249 

XeCl 308 

XeF 350 

Table 1. Showing the common excimer laser types by gas mixture and wavelength [IS] 
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Neodymium: Yttrium Aluminium Garnet (Nd: YAG) lasers differ to the C02 and excimer types in 

that, instead of a mixture of gases, a solid crystal is used as the source material. The YAG crystal 

(Y3 A15 012). is relatively strong and, exhibits relatively good thermal and optical properties. The 

cubic structure contributes to a narrow line width that gives high gain and low laser threshold. 

This combined with the four level energy transitions makes it suited to high peak power and high 

mean power operation. 

Typically 0.5-1.2% yttrium. ions (y3+ ), depending on the desired mode of operation, is substituted 

with neodimium ions (Nd 3) in the lattice. Larger amounts can produce additional gain but 

produce significant distortion in the crystal lattice. YAG is readily available in rod and slab form, 

cut from a boule that is grown using the CzOchralski [ 16] method at typical growth rates of 

0.5mm. /hr. Thus, to grow typical rod lengths of 150-200mm several weeks are required. Typical 

output power range for commercially available industrial lasers with a single Nd: YAG rod is 500- 

700 watts [ 17]. It is now commonplace, particularly with higher mean power continuous wave 

sources to optically couple several rods in series (typically between 2 and 8) in a single oscillator 

or arranged in an oscillator/amplifier configuration to give outputs in the range I to 5kW. 

Common in solid-state lasers is a phenomenon known as thermal lensing and thermal 

bireffingence that arises because of uneven heating of the rod. A large proportion (90-95%) of 

the flash lamp output is of no use for excitation of the laser action and goes instead to heat the 

laser rod. Management of the total amount of heat in the rod is therefore critically important and 

cooling of the rod (and flash-lamps) is usually achieved by flowing cooled water over its outer 

surface. The process of cooling, however, creates temperature gradients in the rod that lead to 

temperature and stress dependent variations in refractive index across the rod cross-section and 

length. The effect of this is to create additional beam divergence that has an adverse affect on the 

degree to which the laser beam can be focused. 
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2.2 Beam Characteristics 

2.2.1 Transverse Electromagnetic Modes (TEM.. ) 

The spatial distribution of a laser beam may have significant effects on its material processing 

performance. Due to the nature of laser resonators the distribution of amplitudes and phases 

reproduce themselves on repeated reflections within the resonator. Certain modes are favoured 

and low order modes can produce distinctive spatial patterns that can be described using a 

notation indicating the mutually perpendicular null points within the distribution. This is known 

as the Transverse Electromagnetic Mode (TEMn,, ) notation and can be described in either 

Cartesian (TEMn,, ) or cylindrical (TEMpl) co-ordinates. The lowest order mode is known as 

TEMOO and describes a Gaussian distribution. The Gaussian spatial intensity distribution is 

described by the following: 

I(r) = I(o) exp(-2r 
2/W2) 

Where I(r) and I(o) are the intensities (W/cm2) at a radius distance r, from the centre and at the 

centre of the beam respectively. W is the radius of the beam corresponding to the intensity I/e2 

or 13.5% of the peak intensity. 

The total power in the Gaussian or TEMOO beam is related to the peak intensity by the equation: 

P= 
MW 

2 

IN (2.2) 
2 

where P= total power (watts) within a Gaussian beam. 
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High power (>I OOW) lamp pumped Nd: YAG lasers typically exhibit high order modes and 

cannot be conveniently described using the TEM notation, instead the term used to describe their 

bcam distribution is "multi-mode". 

2.3 Beam Quality 

An important consideration in laser material processing is the degree to which the laser beam can 

be focused onto the work-piece. Power density or intensity (laser beam power divided by the 

focused spot area) is important since it is the magnitude of the intensity that governs the type of 

events occurring at the work-piece such as heating, melting and vaporisation. For a given 

wavelength the focusability of a laser beam is governed by a parameter termed as the 'beam 

quality'. A laser with good beam quality can be focused more readily to a fine spot compared to 

one with poorer beam quality. 

When a laser beam propagates from the laser cavity it usually converges to form a waist of finite 

length (Rayleigh length or range) and then begins to diverge at a constant rate. This is shown in 

figure 2.1. The divergence of a laser beam is generally small, usually measured in milli-radians, 

and can be specified as either full or half angle. 
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Rayleigh 
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Divergem 
0 (full anj 
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Diameter d Laser beam 

Figure 2.1 Schematic of beam propagation from a laser source 

For a Gaussian beam profile, the radius of the beam at any point of a focusing beam whether it is 

after the resonator or after transmission through a perfect lens is given [ 18], with reference to 

figure 2.2 by the following: 

-V 2 /2 

w(z) =WO 1+Z (2.3) 'R 

where z is the distance in the direction of propagation and ZR is known as the Rayleigh range, 

which is the terrn, used to describe the distance over which the beam radius increases from wo to 

NF2wo and is given by the equation: 

; ZW02 
ZR =A (2.4) 

Where I is the laser beam wavelength. 
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V2 

z 

Figure 2.2 Laser beam focusing through a lens. 

An asymptote taken from the centre of the beam waist wo at an angle of 
Y2 

defines the half 

angle far field divergence of the propagating beam. The full divergence angle for the 

fundamental mode as z tends to infinity is given by: 

Odiff. = "M 2w(z) 2A 
= 127 

A 
(2.5) 

Z-0-co z mvo (2wo) 

Where 2wo is the waist diameter V, hence, 

d'ff (2.6) 

Equation 2.6 shows that for given waist diameter the beam size increases linearly with distance 

and hence the divergence is constant. From this we can also see that the smaller the beam waist 
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the higher the divergence and vice versa. In fact, an important parameter of the laser beam is that 

at any point in its propagation the product of waist diameter and divergence is constant and this is 

often used to describe the beam quality of the laser beam. From equation 2.6 we can see for a 

diffraction-limited beam from an Nd: YAG laser the divergence-diameter product will be 

1.35mm. mrads. and for a carbon dioxide laser beam 13.4mm. mrads. 

We can apply this property when considering focusing the beam through a lens for the purpose of 

materials processing. If the Gaussian beam is propagated through a lens such that the beam is 

focused to a waist at the focal plane of the lens, the radius of the waist will be: 

wo =f (2.7) 
9. W 

and 

4. A. f 
(2.8) 

; rD 

where T is the focal length of the lens and 'D' is the beam diameter at the lens. 

The term ýID is a term known as the f-number. 

For both Gaussian and non-Gaussian beams the radii of the focused spot can be approximated 

using the equation: 

f. Oacl. (2.9) 
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Where0ad. is the actual full angle divergence (mrads) of a given laser beam. This equation is a 

very useful tool for calculating relative spot size when selecting different lenses. Beam 

divergence can be modified by selective beam expansion techniques. Care should be taken when 

using equation 2.9, to ensure that the actual divergence is calculated taking into account 

magnification of beam expansion i. e. beam quality divided by beam expansion. 

It can be determined that the fundamental mode (TEMOO) gives the smallest focused spot size and 

that as the order of the mode increases so does the divergence and the smallest achievable spot 

size increases. It can be seen therefore that the beam quality has a significant bearing on the 

focusability of a given laser beam. 

2.3.1 Other Measures of Beam Quality 

For some applications is has become commonplace to express the actual divergence of a laser 

beam in terms of the diffraction limited beam at that wavelength. 

Two conventions have emerged; 'M squared' (M2 ) and k factor. They are related by the 

following: 

dact. * 
Oact. = m2. ddiff 

. Odiff. = (Ilk). ddiff 
.. 

Odiff. 

Tbus for a TEMOO or diffraction limited beam M' =I and k=1. Hence, substituting into the 

above equations the calculated spot size for a real laser beam, becomes: 
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d ad. 
1.27. M2. A. f 

D 

and 

dact. 
1.27. A. f 

(2.12) 
k. D 

23.2 Depth of Field 

Another important parameter for processing is one commonly called the depth of focus or 

tolerance to focus that relates to the length over which the size of the beam waist remains within 

certain limits. 

For material processing it is often important to maintain the beam intensity at the work-piece 

within certain limits to ensure quality is maintained. Let us consider a distance either side of wo 

where the waist radius becomes some proportion larger, say g times wo either side of the focused 

waist. By substitution of g. wo and equation 2.4 into equation 2.3 it can be shown that the length 

over which this change occurs V can be calculated thus; 

2; r. W02 (g 2_ 1)1/2 (2.13) 
A 

Of interest to note is the quadratic nature of the relationship between the spot size and the depth 

of focus W; that is, if the spot size is halved, the depth of focus will reduce by four. 

Combining equations 2.7 and 2.13 gives: 

8A f2 1/2 

92 (2.14) 
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This equation shows that to achieve tolerance to variation in lens to work-picce distance it is more 

favourable to use a longer focal length lens. For practical laser systems the beam quality is 

always finite, and for some never good enough. Since, in broad terms higher process 

performance (speed and depth) is achieved with smaller spot size and tolerance to misalignment 

comes from trading-off spot size for depth of field, the challenge for the laser processing engineer 

is to achieve a balance between the two. 

2.4 Beam Delivery Methods for Nd: YAG Lasers 

For any laser processing system it is essential to be able to deliver the laser beam from the laser 

source to the work-piece that might be some tens of metres away. Two principal methods exist 

for beam delivery [ 19,20]; direct or conventional beam delivery, and fibre optic beam delivery. 

The principle of direct beam delivery is quite well known, employing a combination of mirrors 

and lenses to steer the beam, often through gaitering to the work-piece in what is essentially a 

series of straight lines. This is illustrated below in figure 2.3. Gaitering in the form of tubing is 

often used to keep out dust and dirt and to ensure safety of personnel. 
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Figure 2.3 Schematic of direct or conventional beam delivery 

2.4.1 Fibre Optic Beam Delivery 

Where as conventional beam delivery steers light from the laser in straight lines by use of a series 

of discrete reflecting surfaces, fibre optic beam delivery provides the benefits of a continuous 

reflecting surface. 

The phenomenon of light being guided by multiple reflections within a channel was first 

demonstrated in 1870 by John Tyndall [21] to the Royal Society when he showed light travelling 

within ajet of water. PossiblY the first practical applications of this were in the late 1920's when 

acrylic rods were used to light aircraft instrument panels and clad fibres where first introduced in 

the early 1950's for optical communications [22]. 

The benefits of using a flexible optical fibre have lead to widespread adoption of this technique 

for Nd: YAG laser beam delivery [23,24,25] and, has stimulated work on the development of 

I ight guides in the form of tubes, for the C02 laser [26,27] 
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Total internal reflection is the limiting case of refraction. Snell's law [28] relates angles of 

incidence and refraction to each other 

n, SinO, = n2Sino2 

Where n, and n2 = Refractive index of the dielectric material 

0, and 0. -= Angle of incidence relative to the normal 

This can be re-written as 

Sino2= 
(nXn2) 

Sin 0, 

Assuming nl>n2 the refracted angle will always be greater than the angle of incidence. Thus, it 

can be seen that there is a point where 02 becomes 90' at an angle of incidence that is less than 

90'. Hence total internal reflection occurs at the interface between two dielectrics of differing 

refmctive index when: 

a The light is incident on the dielectric of higher index. 

o The angle of incidence exceeds a critical value. 

Taking the limiting case for internal reflection to occur 

SinO -e n2 In, (2.17) 
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'Me value of input angle for a given reflection can be written as follows: 

Sin 01 :ý 
Yn 2 

-n 
2 )Y2 (2.18) 

,, 

(n, 
2 

Thus the largest angle at which light can be accepted by the fibre and transmitted by a meridional. 

ray can be found when two sides of the above equation are equal. 

If, RHS =1 

0, can be up to 90' where the limiting value of refraction is encountered 

If, RHS >I 

01 is greater than 90' and the limiting value of refraction is encountered 

Hence, the term 
, 

(n 2- n2)Y2 (2.19) Yn 
12 

is an important quantity in fibre optics and is termed the numerical aperture (NA) of the fibre. 

The NA is usually defined in air, hence, 

2v NA=(n, -n22) 
/2 

12 (2.20) 

This expression is independent of the fibre diameter and holds to fibres of diameter 5gm, 

whereupon the geometrical approach becomes no longer valid. 
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2.4.1.1 Aleridional and Skew Rays 

Two types of light rays propagate through an optical fibre, meridonal. and skew rays. Meridional. 

rays pass through the central axis of the fibre. Skew rays pass through the fibre but never through 

the central axis of the fibre. Their path forms a helix through the fibre. 

2.4.1.2 Losses in Optical Fibres 

The fraction of the input energy emerging from the output face is called the transmission of the 

optical fibre. The value of transmission for an optical fibre is determined by the following losses: 

2.4.1.2.1 Fresnel Losses. 

Accounting for approximately 8-10% due to differences between the refractive index at the 

interfaces between input and output. Reflectance can be calculated from the equation, 

R=('t _n1)2 
ni +n1 

(2.21) 

where n, and ni are the refractive indices of the transmitting and incident materials. For example 

n for air and fused silica (common material for fibre optics) is 1.000 and 1.458 giving a reflective 

loss calculated from equation 2.21 of 4%. 

2.4.1.2.2 Absorption Losses 

Caused by absorption of light by the fibre material. This type of loss is wavelength dependent 

and thus can be reduced by appropriate use of material for the application. Absorption losses 
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generally limit the use of the commonly used fibres to wavelengths between 0.4pm and 2.0jim. 

Typical loss in fibres used for bearn delivery of Nd: YAG laser radiation <4db/km. 

2.4.1.2.3 Reflection Losses 

Are caused by inhomogeneities between fibre and fibre cladding interface. Generally negligible 

compared with other losses. 

2.4.1.2.4 Scattering Losses 

Due to inhomogeneities within the core material light rays are scattered and reach an angle of 

incidence that allows them to escape from the core. 

In the author's experience, Fresnel losses dominate the losses within optical fibres used for laser 

beam delivery. The figure of 4% per optical face is for practical consideration an accurate value 

to use since the minimum value is determined by the physical properties of the materials present. 

If the loss is found to be significantly more than this value it is probably associated with 

misalignment of the laser beam to the fibre or damage to the fibre ends. Either way the result can 

lead to rapid fibre failure. 
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Laser Interaction with Material 

3.1 Reflectivity and Absorption 

The rate at which a material is initially heated by an incident laser beam is dependent on the 

absorptivity of the material to the laser beam. The absorptivity A, is defined as the ratio of 

energy absorbed by a material to the incident energy. Alternatively it may be more convenient to 

think in terms of reflectivity which is defined as R=I -A. At room temperature most metals 
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Figure 3.1 Reflectivity of some materials to electromagnetic radiation of varying wavelength at 

normal incidence and room temperature (20' Q [29]. 

exhibit very high reflectivity which is dependent on wavelength. It is worth noting that at room 

temperature an apparently small difference in reflectivity 0.98 to 0.99, produces a change in 

absorptivity by a factor of two i. e. from 0.02 to 0.0 1. For the majority of metals there is a trend 
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towards reduced reflectivity (and therefore greater absorption) with decreasing wavelength. 

Figure 3.1 shows a plot of reflectance for various materials against laser wavelength showing this 

trend. 

One could be forgiven for thinking after a first glance at the reflectivity characteristics of metals 

that there would be no point in employing lasers for welding and cutting metal. Practise however 

has demonstrated that they are practical tools for metal processing and the high reflectivity is not 

as problematical as it first seems. This is mainly because of other mechanisms that work to 

increase the coupling of the beam energy into the metal surface. An attempt has been made to try 

and describe these processes. 

3.1.1 Initial Absorption 

Figure 3.2 shows the effect of a Nd: YAG laser pulse on the reflectivity of a polished copper 

target [29]. It can be seen that as the pulse increases to full intensity the reflectivity decreases 

dramatically after several tens of nanoseconds. Several attempts have been made to try and 

describe the mechanisms producing this effect. The Drude model [30,3 1] describes 
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Figure 3.2 Decrease in reflectance of a copper target with laser beam interaction time for a 

Nd: YAG laser [29]. 

the heating of a metal surface by free-free electron transitions. The Drude free electron model 

assumes that energy from the laser beam is not absorbed directly, that is by Fresnel absorption, 

but through the intermediary of the electrons that transmit through collisions, their energy to the 

metal's crystalline lattice. 

Absorptivity of an ideal metal (Aj) can be thought of as being made up of several absorptivities, 

such that: 

Ai=AD+AA+AIB (3.1) 

Where AD is the absorption due to free electron collision (Drude) 

AAis the absorptivity due to anomalous skin effect 

AlBis the absorptivity due to interband transitions (important in non-metals) 
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3.1.1.1 Real Materials 

A number of factors such as surface roughness, surface contamination and defects, and oxidation 

can increase the absorption of the laser beam so that reflectivity and coupling are made easier. 

There is usually a large dispersion in data on absorption that is attributed to the departure of the 

test sample from the ideal. 

Surface roughness generally influences absorption in localised areas where the beam incidence is 

not normal to the work-piece or in the case of grooves or cracks where wave-guide propagation is 

favoured. Dust and other surface impurities can increase local absorption and also promote 

oxidation which in itself will increase absorption in some cases by an order of magnitude [29]. 

Thus it is better to consider absorption for real engineering materials as being made up of its 

intrinsic absorption Ain, plus an additional absorption due to its extrinsic properties A,,, t 

Therefore from equation. 3.1 the real absorption A,, becomes: 

A, = Ai,, t + A,,, t (3.2) 

In general the absorptivity of real engineering metals is expected to be higher than the ideal 

metal. 

3.1.2 Temperature Dependence of Absorption 

In the solid phase it can be shown both through theoretical calculation that absorptivity linearly 

increases with temperature. The precise nature of this effect has not been determined 
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experimentally, mainly because of the difficulty in obtaining pure metals with perfect structure. 

However, the behaviour can be generally described by the simple function below: 

A(T) = &+ A, T 

Where A. is the initial absorption. 

(3.3) 

Most pure metals exhibit higher absorption in their liquid phase. As the metal changes from a 

solid to liquid state it can be shown [32] that the absorptivity generally increases by a step change 

as it reaches the melting temperature. 

3.1.3 Anomalous Absorption 

For some time it has been observed [33] that at the point of melting the absorptivity of a metal is 

much higher than can be explained by temperature dependence alone. At relatively low beam 

intensity, below a critical value, 1, (]ý for steel approx. 104 W/cm) and below the material melting 

point, absorption of laser beam energy into the surface of a work-piece is dependent on surface 

condition and independent of intensity. However above this intensity more complex heat transfer 

mechanisms begin to occur. At higher intensities>1 06 W/CM2 significant vaporisation of the 

work-piece surface begins and has been shown to be coincident with the formation of a plasma 

[30,31] at the surface of the material. Figure 3.3 shows the effect of intensity on the reflectivity 

of steel. This effect has been shown to be independent of wavelength [33]. 
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Figure 3.3 Dependence of reflectivity on laser beam intensity for steel. 

Plasma formation occurs when free electrons present in the surface of the work-piece are 

accelerated by the laser radiation until the kinetic energy is sufficient to ionise the atmosphere of 

gas and metal vapour around the interaction zone. A further increase in the number of electrons 

available occurs by avalanche ionisation. 

A useful definition [34] of plasma: 

A plasma is a quasineutral gas of charged and neutral particles which exhibits collective 

behaviour. 

The Saha equation predicts the amount of ionisation present in a gas in thermal equilibrium; 

N" 
- 2.4xl 015 

T 3/2 

e -UIKT (3.4) 
N,, 

eu 
Ni,,. 

Where, Ni... and N,,,,, are the density of ionised and neutral atoms respectively (number per cm 3) 

T is the gas temperature of the gas 
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K is Boltzmann constant 

Uj is the ionisation energy 

It can be seen that the equation includes the term: 

-uIKT 

from the Boltzmann distribution law. 

(3.5) 

The significance of the Saha equation is that atoms within gases have a range of thermal energy. 

An atom will become ionised if it collides with another particle of sufficient energy so as to 

remove an electron. If the gas is thermally cold then the availability of particles of high enough 

ionising energy is low and the frequency also correspondingly low. 'Me exponential factor 

expresses the fact that the number of energetic atoms falls exponentially with UA-T. An ionised 

atom remains charged until it recombines with an electron. The rate of recombination depends on 

the density of electrons which can be taken as ni ; the equilibrium ion density should decrease 

with ni, hence its appearance on the right hand side of equation 3.4. 

Once a plasma has begun to form at the work-piece surface the primary absorption mechanism of 

the laser energy is by electronic excitation by absorption of a photon [35,36,37]. For metals this 

process involves free electron transitions. A conduction electron increases its kinetic energy, by 

energy hv (where h is Planck's constant and v is the frequency of the photon). This process is the 

opposite to the Bremsstrahlung process where radiation is emitted when a free electron loses 

energy when it is slowed in the Coulomb field of an ion, and is therefore known as 'Inverse 

Bremsstrahlung' or Bremsstrahlung absorption [38,39,40]. Absorption by the Inverse 
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Bremsstrahlung process causes the temperature of the conduction electron gas to rise by electron- 

phonon interaction; the energy is transferred in part to the motion of the atoms or ions making up 

the metallic lattice. Transfer of this energy takes place in times of the order of 10-10 - 10-13 secs 

for most materials [41,42]. 

The hot electron plasma will expand taking atoms with it to maintain overall neutrality; the 

plasma will continue to expand unrestrained by the bonding forces within the lattice structure as a 

rarefaction wave. 

3.2 Interaction of Plasma/Plume with the Laser Beam 

The phenomenon of reduced penetration depth that has been attributed to the interaction of the 

laser beam with the plasma/plume has been well documented [43,44,45]. There are believed to 

be two mechanisms occurring: absorption through inverse Brcmsstrahlung and by losses caused 

by scattering. Absorption through inverse Bremsstrahlung (Aib) can be calculated using the 

equation derived from plasma physics as: 

Z2e6n2 InA Aib =e (3.6) 

C02CC3 
A 

3 
o(2; zm, kBT)2 

fl- 

Where, n,, is the electron density number 

Nion is the ion number density 

z is the charge number 

e is electron charge 

c is the velocity of light 
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c,, is dielectric constant 

m, is the mass of an electron 

K is boltzmann constant 

T is temperature 

co angular frequency of the incident wave 

(op is the angular frequency of plasma oscillation 

In A is the Coulomb logarithm 

This equation tells us that the absorptivity of the plasma is proportional to the product of n.. nj and 

inversely proportional to (o and V2. Hence absorption is expected to become less as the 

wavelength becomes shorter and the plasma temperature increases. 

Scattering is another mechanism by which energy is prevented from reaching the work-piece. 

Scattering is caused by the ultra-fine particles within the plume produced by the evaporation of 

the work-piece. Matsunawa [46] determined that particle size was dependent on ambient pressure 

conditions, getting larger with increasing pressure. Even at high pressure (200kPa) particle size is 

several orders of magnitude smaller than the laser wavelength. Rayleigh scattering by a small 

particle is given by the equation: 

Isca 27r2 VP2 C-Co (I+C 
'20) Iinc r 

2A4 60 ýos (3.7) 

Where, Vp is particle volume 

R distance from particle 

(D is the angle of scattering 

c. is the dielectric constant of the medium 
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c is the dielectric constant of the particle 

X is the wavelength of the incident beam 

The equivalent absorption coefficient of the Rayleigh scattering by many particles is given by: 

8Z3 NV 
2 

Ksca 

3A' 

Where N is the number density of particles 

(3.8) 

It can be seen from equation 3.8 that the scattering loss is inversely proportional to the fourth 

power of the wavelength. Hence the shorter the wavelength, the more scattering occurs. Thus it 

is thought that the principal mechanism for absorption in the plume for the Nd: YAG laser is by 

scattering and for the C02 laser inverse Bremsstrahlung. 

Essien [47] reported seeing as a result of observation of the plume using a Schlieren photography 

technique, high and low density regions that exhibited differing refractive index. It was 

postulated from this work and Beck et al [48] that such refractive index gradients caused by high 

temperature gradients in the plasma could cause defocusing of the beam relative to the work- 

piece and resulting changes of penetration depth and profile. 'Me results also suggested a 

periodic element to this interaction where the beam initially, when sharply focused, melts the 

surface of the target and in doing so creates a plume, this in-turn. defocuses the beam which 

reduces the efficiency of the interaction, reduces penetration and in-turn reduces the plume effects 

and the beam is refocused and so on. 
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Various techniques have been developed, principally for higher power C02 laser welding, to 

combat the effects of the plasma including high velocity plasma suppression jets [49,50] that are 

used to blow across the opening of the keyhole. 

3.3 Keyhole Formation 

At relatively low intensity (, cCl06W/CM2 ) transfer of heat into the bulk of the work-piece material 

is limited by the rate at which heat is conducted by the material. The radius of the melt is 

determined by interaction time [48]. The melt isotherm being determined when a steady state 

condition is reached whereby the energy being provided by the laser beam is balanced by the 

conduction into the metal, losses to atmosphere and reflective loss. At higher intensity significant 

vaporisation of the work-piece begins to occur and the surface of the melt becomes depressed 

under the recoil pressure of vaporisation and a keyhole begins to form. The keyhole is stabilised 

by the combination of recoil and vapour pressure attempting to keep the keyhole open and surface 

tension and hydrostatic pressure attempting close it. When fully penetrating, the keyhole is 

expected to be more stable as the surface tension acts to keep the keyhole open. 

Semak et al [5 1] proposed a more complete explanation of keyhole formation. Figure 3.4 shows 

schematic diagrams of the sequence of keyhole formation to assist in this explanation. 
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Figure 3.4 showing stages of keyhole formation (after Semak [5 1 ]) 

1. After initial melting, a vapourjet is produced which generates recoil pressure on the 

surface of the melt. The temperature within the envelope of the laser beam exceeds that 

outside of it and therefore there is a recoil pressure gradient between the centre and sides 

of the melt that promotes motion of the melt out from the centre to the sides. In addition 

it is known that for pure metals the surface tension of the melt tends to reduce with 

temperature [52] so additional flow is created by the surface tension gradient. 
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2. Motion of molten liquid away from the centre, of the beam reduces the melt thickness and 

the vapour/liquid interface moves downwards with velocity V, allowing the keyhole to 

begin to form. 

3. Molten material moving up the sides of the keyhole is not expelled but is contained by 

surface tension and instead circulates near the entrance of the keyhole. With relatively 

high electron densities plasma is formed within the keyhole which, serves to partially 

absorb the beam reducing the amount of laser radiation directly reaching the keyhole 

sides. Higher absorption in the plasma can also raise its temperature and increase the 

amount of radiative and conductive heat transfer to the walls. 

4. Tbc keyhole will continue to extend until the plasma reaches a length where it prevents 

the beam reaching the keyhole walls. At this point the surface tension and hydrostatic 

pressures balance the recoil pressure within the keyhole. The keyhole stops growing and 

the melt depth increases heat conduction, thickening the melt and in doing so reduce the 

amount of flow within the melt. In the case of shorter wavelengths (such as 1064nm) the 

plasma is more transparent and absorption is known to be low. In this case, a limiting 

mechanism to keyhole depth could be when the vapour pressure at the entrance to the 

keyhole becomes substantially smaller than the surface tension pressure causing the melt 

to slump into the cavity closing the keyhole. Closure of the keyhole has been observed 

under simulated conditions of laser beams interacting with transparent fluids [53] where 

no plasma was detected; such a mechanism is therefore thought to be possible. An 

alternative explanation is that at the high temperatures within the keyhole, refractive 

index gradients are formed and cause the beam to be defocused, thereby reducing its 

intensity. 

Fujinaga et al [54] in some interesting work using combined power from three Nd: YAG laser 

sources observed the formation of the keyhole using micro-focus X-ray and high speed video. 
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The results of these trials showed that the plasma/plume above the surface of the work-piece 

began to form within 0.2ms, the keyhole began to form after approximately 0.7ms and reached 

full depth (4mm) within 1.5ms of initial irradiation. Semak et al [55] carried out a similar study, 

looking at penetration depth dynamics using a metallglass sandwich with a C02 source. This 

determined that ignition of plasma at the surface of the work-piece also occurred after 0.2ms, and 

average penetration velocity was estimated as 4m/s. A strong dependence was found between 

penetration velocity and the formation of plasma which reduced the penetration velocity rate. 

3.3.1 Moving Source 

In the case of a moving laser beam source, the centre of keyhole becomes displaced relative to the 

centreline of the beam [55,56]. The beam axis moves forwards relative to the movement of the 

beam and work-piece. Figure 3.5 shows this effect. 

Laser Beam 

Vapourjet 

Melt flow 

Hump or knee 
generated by 
recoil 

Translation of the 
work-piece 

Figure 3.5 showing effect of beam translation on interaction point within keyhole 
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3.4 Weld-pool and Keyhole Dynamics 

There is no doubt that the interaction of a laser beam with molten material will create vigorous 

activity within the keyhole. 

Recoil force is thought to play the biggest part in promoting motion of the molten liquid within 

the keyhole. Its influence so vigorous that it is also thought to promote instability within the 

keyhole itself, which has been widely observed. Williams et al [57] reported seeing chaotic wave 

patterns in the weld-pool surrounding in the welding keyhole seemingly made up of 

circumferential and radial waves, with a wavelength of approximately 0.3mm, emanating from 

the keyhole itself. Semak et al [58], also using high-speed video techniques, observed oscillation 

of the weld-pool opening at a frequency in excess of I kHz associated with the keyhole opening, 

collapsing periodically. Shannon [59] reported seeing humping of the weld bead during seam 

welding caused by the vigorous flow of molten material from behind the keyhole. 

Duley [60] in trials using a low power C02 laser demonstrated keyhole-type behaviour in water. 

The benefit of this approach is that subsurface effects could be observed through the transparent 

fluid. Periodic closure of the keyhole, described as 'Spiking', due to flow and surface tension 

effects resulted in formation of bubbles. Closure was monitored acoustically and revealed 

frequencies in the range 2-3kHz. 

Hugel et al [61,62,63] presented studies into the modelling and prediction of pressure and 

velocity gradients around the keyhole, finding that the pressure and flow was greatest along the 

centreline of the weld pool, with the prospect of reverse flow taking place at the edges of the 

weld-pool close to the keyhole. Hugel shows that welding speed has largest influence on the 

kinetic energy of the melt flowing around the keyhole. Further evidence of the vigorous 
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processes occurring within the keyhole is the loss of material through spatter which can 

sometimes occur particularly in spot welding. Matsunawa et al [56], again using high speed 

imagery, observed violent oscillation of the keyhole. Acoustic (AE) and light (LE) emissions 

were also measured and found to have distinctly separate frequency ranges at lower speeds 

(<100mm/s). At higher speed (300mm/s) both AE and LE had common peaks in the 3- 4kHz 

range. The general trend was towards higher frequency oscillation with increasing speed. Itwas 

postulated that LE fluctuation spectra carries information about keyhole opening dynamics and 

AE spectra reflect keyhole front wall interaction. Matsunawa also observed high velocity flow 

estimated at I m/s within the weld pool (approx three times the work-piece translation velocity), 

coexisting with the existence of reverse flow, in the sense of flow backwards relative to the 

translation direction, within the weld-pool. 

Several workers have attempted to model the oscillatory nature of the keyhole within the weld- 

pool. Lord Rayleigh [65], with great foresight for the laser community, identified the nature of 

instabilities in cylindrical fluid surfaces as far back as 1892. Klein et al [66] identified three basic 

modes of oscillation for a fully penetrating cylindrical keyhole; radial, azimuthal and axial 

modes, these modes are shown in figure 3.6: 
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Figure 3.6 oscillation modes of keyhole (after Klein [66]) 

in the simplest case 'ground' mode the keyhole is thought to oscillate radially with the keyhole 

expanding and contracting in and out equally around its circumference. Klein assumed that the 

weld-pool was circular with a concentric keyhole and showed the calculation for the angular 

frequency for the ground mode to be the following: 

03 
2=B 

00 Q. a. InC 

Where Woo is the angular frequency, 

B is the restoring pressure, 

is the average mass density of the liquid phase 

a is the equilibrium keyhole radius 

C is the ratio of weld-pool radius and keyhole radius a. 

(3.9) 
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For axial and azimuthal oscillations the following expression was developed: 

w2= 
kalK. ' (kal [Y 

(", 
nl K, (ka) aQ 

+k2a 
2)+ 

1 

alQ 
(3.10) 

where k is the wave number of axial mode 

K' is the derivative of the Bessel function with respect to its argument 

y is the Coefficient of surface tension 

K,, is the Modified Bessel function 

rn is the azimuthal mode number 

Haran et al [67] plotted the fundamental values for natural frequency for an application involving 

a 2kW Nd: YAG laser and showed that eigenvalues were expected in the range of 2 to 5kHz in 

sheet materials. 

Postacioglu et al [68,69] showed a derivation for calculating the natural frequencies of weld pool 

oscillation with a concentric, fully penetrating circular keyhole. The keyhole radius was assumed 

to be independent of depth. In this work several conditions are analysed, with constant surface 

tension, with varying surface tension due to temperature gradients, and oscillation of the weld- 

pool due to forced oscillation of the keyhole. Such a situation is representative of the welding 

condition where motion in the keyhole is expected to be stimulated from changes in recoil 

pressure that are caused by interaction with the beam. The use of dimensionless quantities was 

employed for ease of numerical calculation and comparison with other work. Translation, as in 

the case of the welding, was considered but ignored since the oscillatory motion of the translation 
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was thought to be at least an order of magnitude less than the natural frequency. What is helpful 

is that Postacioglu presents a numerical solution that can be applied relatively easily to real data. 

m2 ; 2y-tanhkh 
p 

Where p is the density of the melt 

y is the surface tension 

k is the wave number of axial mode and is calculated 

1; r 
h 

I is the axial mode number and h is the weld-pool depth 

3.5 Sources of Optical Signal 

All bodies or objects give out electromagnetic radiation at temperatures above absolute zero. 

This is a function of the oscillation and transitions of the atoms making up the body. 

A blackbody is a theoretical concept describing the behaviour of a body that is both a perfect 

emitter and absorber of electromagnetic radiation. It can be seen that only a fraction of the 

radiation being emitted is of visible light even at high relatively high temperature. At a given 

temperature T the energy radiated is a maximum for a certain wavelength A 
,. that becomes 
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progressively shorter as the temperature increases. It can be shown that the following 

relationship exists: 

AmaxT 
= constant (3.13) 

This is known as Wien's Displacement Law. The value for Wien's constant is 2.9 x 10,3 mK. 
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Figure 3.7 Wavelength with maximum intensity at different temperatures 

Stefan's Law states that the total energy Ebb radiated of all wavelengths per unit area per unit time 

at thermodynamic temperature T is equal to: 

Ebb = CrT4 (3.14) 
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where a is known as Stefan's constant which is equal to 5.7 x 10-8 Wilf 2K4- 

For a non-blackbody Stefan's Law can be modified as follows: 

Enb= HaT' 

where H is known as the emissivity and is the ratio of the emitted energy for the non-blackbody 

with that of a blackbody at the same temperature. 

The emissivity of real engineering materials is dependant on a number of additional factors 

including the material type, surface roughness, temperature, surface condition (i. e. oxidation), and 

wavelength. 
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4 Welding Process Quality 

4.1 Deflnition 

Weld quality can be defined [70] as: 

'The totality of features and characteristics of a weld or welded component that bear on its 

ability to satisfy stated or implied needs'. 

This can be extended to embrace laser processing in general, i. e. cutting, drilling as well as 

welding but for the sake of this thesis we will concentrate on welding. 

Clearly, the quality specification to satisfy stated and implied needs will be dependent on the 

environment a welded component is subjected to and, the consequence of failure of that 

component. 

In contemplating the direction for development of in-process monitoring and control systems for 

Nd: YAG laser welding, it is important to consider which defects such a system may have to 

monitor and control. 

It is therefore, important to consider which defects can occur during laser welding, their 

significance to weld quality, and the relative likelihood of those defects occurring under 

automated production conditions. 
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4.2 Factors Affecting Laser Weld Quality. 

Weldability is a term used to describe the ease by which a material or component can be welded. 

The International Institute of Welding (I. I. W. ) has defimed weldability [71] in the following 

terms: 

IA metallic material is considered weldable, to a certain degree, by a given process, and for 

a given purpose, when a continuous metallic connection can be obtained by welding using a 

suitable procedure, so that the Joints comply with the requirements specifled both in regard 

to their local properties and their Influence on the construction of which they form part. ' 

The weldability of a component can be affected by one or more of the following [72]: 

* The chemical properties of the material; oxidation resistance (if a material oxidises 

readily it may be more difficult to protect during welding) the nature of surface films 

which may provide a barrier to good cohesion; impurity content which may lead to 

cracking and porosity. 

* The physical properties such as thermal conductivity and reflectivity will influence the 

ability of the material to be melted. High or low viscosity will influence the way the 

molten material flows and the eventual shape of the solidified weld. The surface tension 

of the melt can also influence flow and the ability of the melt to retain itself within the 

joint. 

* Metallurgical properties of the joint must be given in the respect of the effect of the 

welding process on the properties of the parent material and the structure and properties 

of the weld metal. 
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The design of the joint or component to be welded may also have a significant influence on the 

weldability of the component. Accessibility and restraint are the principal factors having 

influence in this respect. Poor accessibility will almost certainly result in an increase in defect 

levels whilst excessive restraint will produce high residual stresses and could result in distortion 

or cracking. 

The LIM proposed a list of six main categories of weld defect; 

1. Cracks. 

2. Cavities (porosity, shrinkage cavities). 

3. Inclusions (e. g. oxides or slag). 

4. Lack of fusion and lack of penetration. 

5. Shape defects. 

6. Miscellaneous (e. g. Spatter, marks caused by post weld treatments). 

4.2.1 Cracking. 

There are three categories of cracks that may be encountered in laser welding. These are: 

* Hot Cracking, so called because cracks are formed when the temperature of the weld- 

metal is such that some constitutes are still molten, occurring during the solidification of 

the wcld. 

Cold cracking, this type of cracking takes place below the solidification temperature and 

can occur in all materials where ductility is low and high stresses are present. 

Delayed or Hydrogen cracking. So called because it occurs sometime after the weld has 

cooled. Occurring mainly in thicker section (>5. Omm) ferritic steels, it is caused by the 

presence of hydrogen in the weld metal. 
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4.2.2 Porosity 

Porosity can be caused when the molten weld metal becomes supersaturated with gases such as 

hydrogen, nitrogen or carbon monoxide. Upon cooling these gases, no longer able to remain in 

solution, will nucleate out and form pores or cavities in the solidified weld metal. 

Gases can enter the weld-pool through breakdown of the gas shield, either by entrainment or 

contamination of the shielding gas, or through contamination of the work-piece surface, grease or 

moisture, or through chemical reactions in the weld-pool. 

In laser welding the high intensity beam generates a keyhole in the work-piece that is sustained 

by a combination of surface tension, vapour pressure, recoil forces and hydrostatic forces [73]. 

The periodic collapse of the keyhole is not uncommon, and can result in the entrapment of gases 

and vapour leaving pore-like voids. This can be reduced by appropriate positioning of the laser 

focus relative to the plane of the work-piece surface [74]. 

4.23 Solid Inclusions. 

This is usually a problem with arc welding processes using fluxes and slags to protect the weld 

but can arise with laser welding, particularly when welding materials, which have oxide films on 

their surface such as aluminium. alloys. Parts of this oxide can become embedded within the 

solidified weld metal. 

4.2.4 Lack of Fusion and Lack of Penetration. 

This can be a problem with laser welding, particularly when butt welding, where the combination 

of small beam diameter and lack of proper fit-up will prevent effective melting and join of the 

plate edges. It can also be a problem when laser welding overlapping metal sheet when there is 
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inadequate contact between the top and bottom sheets. This can result either in inadequate 

penetration of the underlying sheet or failure to join both sheets together. 

The narrow nature of the weld fusion zone created by high energy density processes also presents 

difficulties of alignment with the joint line in butt-welding. This may also be exacerbated by the 

characteristic 'wine glass' shaped cross-section [75], often exhibited by laser welds. Narrowness 

of the 'stem' together with inherent variability in aligning the laser with the joint line may also 

cause lack of fusion defects, which are not visible from the surface. 

4.2.5 Shape Defects 

These include a range of defects related to the cross-section shape, profile of the top and under- 

bead and general smoothness of the weld-bead. 

Laser welds can exhibit a number of shape defects which include undercut, concavity and 

humping [76] of the weld top and under bead which can give rise to reduced static and fatigue 

strength in laser welds and affect their aesthetic appearance. 

These defects can arise through incorrect selection of parameters such as speed and laser power 

but can also be caused by variability in material edge preparation and alignment of the beam with 

the joint line [77]. 

4.2.6 Miscellaneous Weld Defects 

The ejection of material from the weld pool as spatter can be a common problem during laser 

welding because of the rapid and sometimes violent evaporation of material caused by the high 

energy density at the work piece. It can also arise as a consequence of lower melting point 

constituents, such as protective coatings on the material surface, escaping through the weld pool. 
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Excessive spatter can result in a reduction of material in the weld bead, which will reduce its 

strength and affect the cosmetic appearance of the finished part if it adheres to the component 

surface. Hot spatter adhering to the surface of some sensitive materials can act as a crack 

initiation point and may promote premature failure in service. 

43 The Likelihood of Various Defects Arising in Automated Laser Welding. 

Rogerson [72], in considering the manual arc welding processes, proposed that welding defects 

should be classified into two main categories; 

i. Technological defects; defects resulting from a major inconsistency in the welding 

operation such as incorrect materials, joint design and weld procedure. Factors that should 

have been established at the development stage of the process and are beyond the control of 

the opemtor. 

I Commonplace or workmanship defects: defects arising from the inherent variability of the 

process or chance error by the operator for exarnple, variations in the positioning of the 

welding are relative to the weld joint, inadequate cleaning of parent materials. 

Rogerson proposed that the majority of cracks occurring in welding can be considered as 

technological defects, whereas the majority of cavities, solid inclusions, shape and miscellaneous 

defects can be considered as workmanship defects. 

It is reasonable to relate these ideas to the application of in-process monitoring for in Nd: YAG 

laser welding. 

As a starting point we must assume that the basic process procedure is sound; that is, 

technological defects will not arise, and the defects that need to be detected by in-process 
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monitoring (IPMC) are most likely to arise as a consequence of the natural variance in the 

process. 

4.4 Common Causes of Defect in Laser Welding. 

A number of workers have looked at defects and root causes of defects, which can arise during 

laser welding; T6nshoff [78] and Decker [79] in consultation with end users determined common 

defects and their root causes occurring in laser based welding systems. These data has been 

summarised in table 4.1. 

It can be seen from these data that the most likely defects encountered are those that can be 

described as workmanship defects. Significantly there is generally no common root cause for 

these defects that has important implications when considering the possibility of automatically 

correcting defects. Clearly if there are many possible root causes, the difficulty of being able to 

select and correct the right error is greatly increased. 
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Table 4.1 Common causes of defects in laser welding 
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5 Review of Literature Relevant to In-process Monitoring 

Prior to consideration of the techniques available for IPMC of laser welding process it is worth 

reflecting on work carried out in development of similar systems for the automated arc welding 

process as by virtue of the maturity of the welding process might be more highly developed. 

5.1 In-process Monitoring for Arc Welding 

Several authors [80,81] have carried out reviews of currently available in-process monitoring 

technology for use in arc welding and it is obvious that many techniques have been investigated. 

The majority of development has been in the field of techniques for penetration monitoring, these 

can be placed into two generic groups: those monitoring from the underside of the weld and those 

monitoring from the topside. 

Back light sensing was one of the earliest techniques developed to monitor penetration from the 

underside of the weld. The technique uses an individual or array of photosensitive devices to 

detect the radiation emitted by the weld under-bead. The intensity of the emitted radiation was 

used to indicate the degree of penetration. By using selective filtering the sensor device could be 

made to be more sensitive to radiation emitted by hotter material [82]. An alternative, more 

complex and more expensive approach was to observe the image of the weld under-bead using a 

video camera. Both techniques involved the use of feedback to control welding current. The 

principal drawback with back-face monitoring systems is the need for access to the under-bead 

and the alignment and synchronisation of the heat source with the sensor and as a consequence 

this type of sensor, to the author's knowledge, has experienced only limited uptake. 
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This use of ultrasonic has been one of several methods employed for controlling penetration from 

the topside of the weld. Here, an ultrasonic wave is directed towards the weld by sensors, 

positioned either side of the weld bead, on the surface of the component. 

A calculation to determine the time of flight for the sound wave is performed by a computer, 

which can give an indication of both full and partial penetration. The main drawback of this type 

of system appears to be the need for intimate contact with the work piece and the synchronisation 

of the sensor movement with the heat source. 

Scveral systcms havc bcen dcvclopcd to dctcrminc the onsct of full pcnctration by monitoring the 

sagging of the weld bead. One such system detects the onset of sagging through the arc. As the 

weld begins to sag so the arc lengthens and the arc voltage increases. Similar in principle, 

another system uses a displacement transducer that monitors the movement of an arc voltage 

control system, which moves in order to maintain a constant arc length. 

A further system that detects the displacement of the weld surface uses a laser beam, which is 

used to illuminate the surface of the weld pool. A proportion of the laser light is reflected onto a 

detector that is sensitive to position. This system has the benefit of being independent of arc 

parameters and could therefore be used for other welding processes such as laser. However, a 

significant drawback must be that it does not provide information about partially penetrating 

welds. 

More recently techniques have been developed which involve the use of video cameras to observe 

the weld pool. One such system uses a camera mounted coaxially within a specially adapted 

welding torch. The camera is sensitive to the are light reflected from the surface of the weld pool. 

A computerised image processor is used to detect the edges of the pool. Weld penetration is 
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controlled indirectly by varying power source parameters and speed, to control weld pool size and 

shape. This type of system offers the flexibility of not being confined to only arc processes but 

would be both complex and costly to implement. 

Research has shown that the oscillation frequency of the weld pool is lower for a fully penetrating 

weld than for one that is only partially penetrating. Several penetration control systems have 

been developed around this phenomenon. One way of detecting weld pool oscillation is through 

the arc parameters such as arc voltage. A spike of welding current is introduced periodically to 

excite the weld-pool into oscillation and as the pool surface oscillates up and down the arc length 

and therefore voltage changes. A computer is used to calculate the frequency of voltage 

oscillation and a control system acts on that information to make adjustments to the power source 

to maintain the appropriate weld-pool depth. Similar in principle an optical system has also been 

developed which observes the fluctuations in arc light during oscillation of the weld-pool. This 

type of system may hold considerable promise for use with laser processes where either the 

reflected laser beam light or light from an external source could be monitored. 

Measurement of the temperature distribution around the weld-pool has been used as an indirect 

indication of depth of penetration. Measurement can be achieved either by direct contact with the 

weld using a temperature measuring device such as a thermocouple or indirectly with an infrared 

video camera. The main disadvantage of the former is the need for the device to be in physical 

contact with the work-piece. Similarly the optical technique is susceptible to errors caused by 

variations in material thermal emissivity and surface condition. 

Acoustic-Emission sensing is still largely undeveloped for arc welding. The principle works on 

the phenomenon that thermal stresses formed in the material during welding generate acoustic 
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emissions that travel throughout the work piece. The amount of emission is therefore a fimction 

of the amount of fused material. 

In summary, the experience from arc welding techniques demonstrated that practical in-process 

monitoring and control systems must possess five important features [80] if they are to be 

successful. These are: 

1. They must sense from the front side of the weld as access to the under-bead is not always 

possible. 

2. The sensor used should be non-contact and not intrude upon the processing area. 

3. Penetration monitors need to be capable of both full and partial penetration measurement. 

4. Should be independent of the process, ideally independent of the welding process used 

( i. e. Arc , laser) 

5. The technique should be simple, reliable and cost effective. 

It is expected that attributes outlined above can be applied equally well to laser processing. 

5.2 In-process Monitoring Techniques for Laser Welding. 

The use of optical energy for welding, in the form of a laser beam, offers a number of 

opportunities for sensing signals from the process containing information indicative of the 

processes occurring and quality of those processes. 

Figure 5.1 shows a diagram indicating the signals that are available from the laser process for in- 

process monitoring. These are discussed in more detail in the following. 
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Figure 5.1 Opportunities for in-process monitoring of laser processes (after Steen [4]) 

5.2.1 Acoustic Emission Sensing. 

A number ofinvestigators have looked at the acoustic emissions (AE) from the laser process as a 

possible indicator of process quality. 

Saiti and Vahaviolos [83] developed a contact technique for monitoring the AE emitted during 

welding of copper wire to terminal posts with a pulsed Nd: YAG laser. In this case they referred to 

AF as Stress Wave Emissions (SWE). 

Plasma/Plume. 
Radiation, wave 
position, stabilir 
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In this context AE (SWE) occurred as a consequence of being released as a solid undergoes 

(elastic) plastic deformation and fracture. The absorption of the laser beam releases AE energy, 

which is converted to elastic waves that propagate through the material. These waves can be 

detected as they reach the surface of the material with piezoelectric (PZT) sensors. By subjecting 

the signal generated to a threshold crossing and counting quantisation procedure they were able to 

relate the shear strength of the weld to the number of counts. 

Hamann et al [84] also looked at the application of detecting acoustic emission (AE) signals for 

the quality control of Nd: YAG laser spot welds. In this work, it was claimed that although AE 

techniques have been tried before for in-process monitoring, universal success had not been 

achieved because of the lack of reproducibility in the method employed to ensure mechanical 

contact between the sensor and work-piece. For this reason Hamann developed a non-contact 

method for detecting AE signals. In this work separate wide-band piezoelectric transducers were 

used to monitor airborne AE. One sensor was attached to the laser focusing optics and another to 

the surface of the work-piece. A photo-detector was used to monitor the temporal profile of the 

laser pulse developed by the laser and was used as a trigger for sampling. A second photo- 

detector was used to monitor the development of the plume or plasma developed at the surface of 

the work-piece. 

Hamann's results, when welding steel and aluminium alloys, indicated that an AE sensor with no 

direct contact with the work-piece can be used to monitor AE successfully from the spot welding 

process. 

Further more, it was found that by calculating the AE energy (by taking the time integral of the 

measured signal, squared) the non-contact AE method could be used to monitor penetration depth 

in both the steel and aluminiurn samples. A drawback with this technique is that the non-contact 
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AE sensor is susceptible to heating, by back-scattered laser radiation, which generates additional 

background AE. 

Li and Steen [85] developed a similar technique for detecting airborne AE signals that was used 

for seam welding, cutting and drilling with a carbon dioxide laser. The technique involved 

attaching piezoelectric transducers to part of the processing nozzle, insulated from heat conducted 

through the nozzle and shielded from back-scattered laser radiation. A similar transducer was 

also attached to one of the turning mirrors in the laser beam delivery; this arrangement has been 

shown to provide information on the laser beam characteristics. 

Three sources of AE were postulated by Li and Steen [85]; 

1. Vapour/Plasma initiated acoustic waves, 

2. Phase transformations within the material; either solid phase, liquid/solid or liquid/gas 

transformations. 

3. Asa consequence of the impacting gas jets such as from the assist gas from a cutting nozzle. 

Due to practical considerations, only sources 1 and 3 could be sensed as airborne AE. 

Their findings were consistent with those of Hamann in the respect that AE becomes significant 

only when vaporisation begins, a keyhole is generated and plasma is formed in the interaction 

zone. 

The results of their work show that there is a relationship between the AE and the traverse speed, 

incident power and plasma density with the AE first increasing to a maximum and then 

decreasing as these variables are increased. 
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Li and Steen also examined the frequency domain of the AE signals. This they found to be 

broadband and similar for a number of different welding conditions. 'Me lack of change was 

attributed to the masking or 'blanketing' effects of the plasma produced at the laser interaction 

zone. 

Farsen et al [86] carried out detailed time-frequency analysis of airborne AE data collected from 

welds made using a high power C02 (14kW) laser. The materials were stainless steel sheet 

arranged in lap a joint, with a combined thickness 0.107inches (approx. 2.6mm. ). Weldswere 

made under a number of conditions that included full and partial penetration welds, and welds 

with and without gap between the overlapping sheets. Full and partial penetration welds, were 

made both by holding the laser mean power constant and welding at different speeds and by 

holding the speed constant and welding at different laser power settings. Analysis of these data 

showed, that for fully penetrating welds significant energy was found in the spectral region I- 

2kHz which was not present for partially penetrating welds. 

Trials where a progressively increasing gap was introduced between the overlapping plates 

showed that the total energy in the AE spectrum reduced as the gap became severe. The actual 

gap size and its effect on weld quality were not specified. 

5.2.2 Electrical Charge Sensors. 

Li et al [87,88] investigated the use of the so called, Plasma Charge Sensor (PCS) for monitoring 

the space charge between the end of an insulated nozzle and the work-piece. 

The origin of the charge was believed to be the partially ionised plasma that was formed by the 

interaction of the laser bcam with the target material. As a consequence the sensor was found to 
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be relatively insensitive to welds made at sufficiently low laser intensities such that plasma or 

keyhole was not formed. 

The intensity of the laser beam at the target surface and the density of the metal vapour govem 

the density of the plasma. 

It is postulated that although the plasma has a net charge of zero by virtue of it possessing an 

equilibrium number of positively charged ions and negatively charged electrons, the higher 

mobility of the lighter electrons allows them to migrate to the edges of the plasma where they can 

be detected. 

Experiments with a 2kW C02 laser showed that the PCS could be used to discriminate between a 

number of different welding conditions; 

Variations in penetration (induced by varying welding speed) produced a characteristic increase 

in amplitude of the PCS signal. The suggested reason for this was the increase in plasma density 

associated with greater metal vaporisation and keyhole depth. 

The PCS sensor was found to be able to detect start and stop craters (with the signal increasing 

and decreasing respectively), vapour craters or pitting in the top weld bead, changes in shield gas 

flow, loss of the keyhole, weld bead humping and undercut, and variations in laser power. 
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5.2.3 Optical Sensing 

Optical sensing of the process light represents the biggest area of research into in-process 

monitoring techniques for laser processing. 

The origins of optical radiation emanating from the laser welding process can be summarised in 

three areas: 

1) Scattered and reflected radiation from the laser source. 

2) Emitted, reflected and scattered radiation from the hot metal in the weld pool. 

3) Emitted and scattered radiation from the plasma in the keyhole and above the weld pool. 

Many workers have explored the use of optical radiation as an indicator of quality in the laser 

welding process. 

Chen et al [89] used a technique of monitoring the UV and IR components emanating from the 

weld zone during laser welding of mild steel plates of different thickness. Two types of photo- 

detector were used, a GaP photodiode sensitive to wavelengths in the range 300 to 500run and a 

Ge photodiode with a Si filter with a sensitivity to the wavelength range 1000 to 1800nm. Three 

arrangements were used to detect light from the welding process: by directing the photodiodes 

directly at the welding zone from the side, by gathering light via an optical fibre from the side and 

by gathering light via an optical fibre directed at the process zone, positioned within the final 

turning mirror of the beam delivery optics. A number of normal welding conditions were 

explored as well as introducing a number of deliberate defects. Chen claimed that the system was 

capable of detecting variations in the specific energy (J/mmý) introduced into a weld by changes 

in speed and power. Excessive specific energy resulting in weld sagging and drop-through 
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caused both the IR and UV signals to rise; too little energy resulted in inadequate penetration and 

caused both signals to drop significantly. 

Keyhole failure, instigated by varying focus position relative to the work-piece produced a step 

increase in both UV and IR signal levels. Of significant interest was the observation that the UV 

signal changed prior to keyhole collapse (approx. I OOms) and prior to changes in the IR signal, 

giving the signal a predictive element. The suggested reason for this was that the plasma (main 

source of UV) within the keyhole become unstable due to defocusing before the keyhole itself 

became unstable and before absorption of the laser beam was affected. Other instabilities in the 

process, probably due to variations in the reflectivity of the work-piece surface were also 

detectable. Variations in the velocity of the shielding gas could also be detected by virtue of its 

influence on the production of welding plasma. At low velocity the plasma almost completely 

blocked the laser beam from the work-piece, the effect was a significant increase in the UV signal 

detected. 

Semak et al [90] described a technique of monitoring keyhole stability during spot welding of 

stainless steel, with a 2.4kW C02 laser, by using a low power argon probe laser. Ilis technique 

involved the illumination of the welding keyhole from one side using the probe laser. A photo- 

multiplier fitted with a band pass filter corresponding to the wavelength of the probe laser was 

positioned so as to collect the reflected radiation from the probe laser. This technique allowed an 

assessment of the time taken to break down the reflectivity of the material surface and an 

assessment of whether effective coupling was taking place. 

Miyamoto et al [9 1] describes a method of monitoring the plasma plume within the welding 

keyhole produced by a C02 laser of 1.5kW in mild steel sheet. An off-beam axis detector was 

used to gather light from the process and deliver it to a monochromator. The intensity of light 
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was time integrated (to overcome the effect of rapid fluctuations in the plasma) in the wavelength 

range 364.874 to 382.782nm. Miyamoto made the assumption that the plasma was in local 

thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). The plasma can be considered to be in LTE when the 

collision transition is much larger than the radiation transfer that is, when the following equation 

is satisfied 

n. 2: 9.2 x 10 xnm _IT- (5.1) 

where n. is electron density 

x. is excitation potential from level m to n. 

Assuming LTE allowed the following equation to be used to calculate average plasma 

temperature from the relative intensities of spectral lines. 

I. 
MA 

E In =-ý"+ const. (5.2) 
g,, A,,. KT 

Where, % is the line wavelength 

K is Boltzmann constant 

E,, is the energy level 

is the statistical weight of ground or excited state 

A. is the probability of energy transition 

1. is the spectral intensity. 
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By using a Boltzmann plot it was determined that a linear relationship exists between 

ln(I. Vg,, A. ) and E,, this allowed the average plasma temperature to be determined as the slope 

of the graph and was found to be in the range 7500 - 8800K- 

The temperature of the plasma was found to vary when the laser focus position was moved 

relative to the material surface. At focus, the temperature was found to be at a minimum, rising 

either side of focus. 

Again assuming LTE, the electron density was determined by using the Saha [35] equation; 

ne= 4.83x 10'sT 3/2 gn +A+v+I 

exp(E" -E. + -V) (5.3) 
g. AVI+ KT 

Where V is ionisation energy, 

E energy level 

T temperature and 

I spectral intensity 

The subscript + indicates the value of ionised species and no subscript atomic species. Using this 

equation electron density was calculated for FeI (285.18run) and FeII (292.659nm) and was found 

to be in the range I to 4x 1016 CM73 . Also the electron density was found to be a minimum at the 

focus position. 

A more precise estimate of temperature and the distribution of electron density in the plasma was 

achieved by mapping the plasma with the monochromator in steps of 0.25mm. This yielded a 

higher temperature of approx. 9500K close to the centre of the plasma out to a radius of 0.25mm, 
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beyond this the temperature was constant at 8500K. Electron density at the centre was calculated 

as 1017 /cm3. Clearly with consideration of equation (5.3) it is was safe to assume LTE. 

Miyamoto also calculated the absorption coefficient of the C02 laser beam; A, via inverse 

Bremsstrahlung using the equation 5.4. 

2 hv 
A =3.69xIO' 3 '* 

[I-exp(--)] (5.4) 
v KT 

where n, is the electron density 

T is tempemture 

v is the frcquency of lascr beam 

K is Boltzmann constant 

h is Planck's constant. 

At a value 1017 Crf3 the absorption coefficient was calculated as A=0.2cm"l or an absorption 

depth of approximately 5cm, much higher than the plasma depth which was observed as approx. 

0.5mm which equates to I% absorption. 

Miyamoto proceeded to utilise the effect of changes in the plasma with laser parameters for 

process monitoring. Four photodiodes with peak sensitivity at 800nm were arranged every 15* in 

a vertical arc adjacent to and viewing the welding plasma. A fifth photodiode was positioned 

beneath the work-piece to view breakthrough of the weld under-bead. Using this arrangement 

optimum focus producing full penetration was found when the signal from the diode positioned at 

the highest angle i. e. looking into the keyhole, reached a minimum. This arrangement was also 

found to be capable of sensing changes in speed. At low speeds the output from the sensors 

spread over a range of values, with the high angle sensor having the greatest value and the low 
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angle the lowest. At higher speeds the output of the lower angle sensors rose and converged on 

that of the highest angle sensor. 'Ibis was attributed to a greater fraction of the plasma being 

ejected at high speeds and interacting with the beam. 

Shield gas flow rate was also found to affect the signal level with lower values being recorded at 

higher flow rates. This was attributed to higher flow rates reducing the plasma height. 

Griebsch et al [92] carried out work to investigate the possibility of monitoring penetration depth 

of seam welds produced with a 520W pulsed Nd: YAG laser by monitoring the reflected laser 

radiation from the keyhole. Griebsch determined that a clear relationship existed between the 

aspect ratio; penetration depth divided by focused spot diameter and the degree, expressed as a 

percentage, of absorbed laser energy in the weld, for both the Nd: YAG and C02 laser 

wavelengths. 

This being the case, since focused spot size can be kept constant the relationship could be used to 

calculate weld penetration depth. 

A photodiode with an interference filter (I 064nni) positioned behind a turning mirror in the 

focusing head was used to monitor the temporal characteristics of the reflected laser radiation 

during the welding pulse. The measured signal revealed three phases of beam interaction with the 

metal target. In the first phase, within 0.2ms, the reflected radiation reached peak intensity. This 

was attributed to initial high reflectivity of the work-piece. Over a further 0.2ms the peak 

decayed to a value approximately half that of the initial peak as heating of the work-piece 

increased absorption. It was thought that the keyhole was formed during this period. After the 

initial rapid decay the signal settled and decayed more slowly until the end of the laser pulse 

where the signal was lost. 
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Griebsch identified that poor welds exhibiting melt expulsion had the characteristic initial peak in 

the rcflccted signal missing. A linear relationship was found between the value of the difference 

between the initial and final amplitude of the reflected signal and the depth of penetration. This 

relationship held true for a number different pulse widths and peak powers in the range 3.5 to 

7.5ms and 1300 to 2700W. 
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6 Equipment used in Experimental trials 

A large variety of equipment was used during the experimental trials. Rather than attempt to 

include each item within the experimental procedures that follow this chapter describes the 

equipment in detail. 

6.1 Laser Sources. 

Four different laser sources were used during material process trials, these are detailed below: 

1. A free running lamp pumped pulsed Nd: YAG laser (Lumonics JK702H) rated to give a 

specified mean power output of 350W. The power supply design was switch-mode, 

capable of giving pulse widths in the range 0.5 to 20ms typically but also capable of 

giving continuous wave output. Pulse frequency range is 0.3 to 50OHz. The power 

supply software was capable of providing pulse shaping but this was not used in the 

trials. The resonator layout consisted of a single rod pumping chamber using two flash 

lamps, with ceramic reflectors within the cavity. A schematic of the optical layout of this 

laser is shown in figure 6.1. The laser system construction consisted of a separate laser 

head and power supply, which allows the laser head to be mounted onto a work-handling 

machine if required. The laser can be used with either conventional or fibre optic beam 

delivery. For the trials the laser was used exclusively with fibre optic beam delivery. 

2. A continuous wave carbon dioxide laser (PRC Oerlikon LE2000, Type LE2000TO00A, 

serial number 3C2006) with conventional beam delivery giving a rated maximum power 

of 180OW and a beam quality of <26mm. mrads, TEMOI 
. This was used with 

conventional beam delivery. 
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Figure 6.1 Layout of pulsed Nd: YAG laser 

3. A continuous wave Nd: YAG laser (Lumonics MultiWaveTm 2000) capable of giving 500 

to 2000watts output (measured at the source). The laser equipment consisted of a single 

unit containing both power supplies, optics and cooling system. The resonator consisted 

of four pumping chambers each containing a cylindrical rod and two flash lamps 

arranged in a periodic resonator, see figure 6.2. After leaving the resonator a portion of 

the beam (approximately 4%) is directed into a silicon diode based monitor for power 

measurement. The remaining portion of the beam, when not being used for processing 

was absorbed using a water-cooled beam dump. The shutter is operated by raising 

turning mirror I into the beam which redirects the beam from the beam dump to turning 

mirror 2 which in turn directs the beam to the fibre input lenses. 
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Figure 6.2 Layout of 2kW continuous wave Nd: YAG laser 

The beam is then focused using a pair of lenses, arranged as an imaging relay, into the 

core of a fibre optic cable. The fibre optic cable consisted of a single core fused silica 

step index fibre of I 000[im core diameter, housed in a flexible armoured jacket. This 

laser was used for the majority of experimental trials. Figure 6.3 shows the output power 

and beam quality characteristics of this laser. 

4. A prototype continuous wave Nd: YAG laser ( built by Lumonics as part of a high power 

development programme) consisting of an 3 chamber oscillator and 5 chamber amplifier 

optical arrangement, see figure 6.4. An imaging relay was used to focus the beam into a 

single core step index fused silica fibre with 60OWn diameter core. The laser was 

capable of producing in excess of 5kW mean power at the work-piece i. e. after the final 

focusing lenses and protective cover-slide. This equates to a mean power at the source of 

approximately 5.9kW. 
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Figure 6.3 Output power and beam quality characteristics with respect to input power for the 2kW 

continuous wave laser. 
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Figure 6.4 schematic of prototype 6kW Nd: YAG laser system 
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6.2 Monitoring Equipment 

6.2.1 Off-axis monitor 

This sensor is shown in figure 6.5, and consisted of a single cemented positive achromat lens of 

dianieter 25mm, with a focal length of 60mm with the end of a I. Ornm fused silica fibre 

positioned in its conjugate focus plane. 

Monitor fibre 

Off axis detector housing 

Laser beam focusing 
head 

Process radiation 
focused onto monitor 
fibre. Laser beam 

Lens 
Emitted, scattered 
and reflected radiation 

Workpiece 

Figure 6.5 Schematic of off-axis detector 

The sensor was positioned adjacent to the output optics of the laser beam delivery at an angle 

typically 45 *- 60' from the vertical and directed at the interaction point. The method employed 

to position the sensor was to shine white light from the opposite end of the fibre through the lens 

to create an image at the work-piece. The distance between fibre end and lens was fixed so as to 

give a 1.0 -1.5mm. image at the work-piece. The sensor was placed so that its collection zone 

was positioned symmetrically about the interaction point. A hood was placed around the lens so 
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as to minimise the ambient light entering the detector. This design of optical sensor proved to be 

a convenient and simple way of gathering light from the process and was suitable for use with 

either Nd: YAG or C02 lasers. 

6.2.2 Bi-directional Cladding Power Monitor (CPM)- 

Figure 6.6 shows a schematic diagram of a cladding power monitor (CPM). This sensor was 

designed to be an integral part of a fibre optic beam delivery and consisted of a small fused silica 

fibre optic (200ýtra core diameter) which was optically coupled to the cladding of main beam 

delivery fibre using a refractive index matching gel or adhesive. After attachment the junction 

between the two fibres was given protection with a sheath made of a metal tube sealed at both 

ends with epoxy adhesive. Each end of the monitor fibre was terminated within a glass capillary 

tube using epoxy adhesive and polished using a diamond wheel to I pm finish. The main fibre 

ends were also polished to I pm and terminated in a metal ferrule compatible with the laser beam 

delivery. This arrangement allowed light entering the cladding at either end of the fibre and in 

particular that emanating from the process, to travel along the cladding by a process of total 

internal reflection to be coupled out at the junction between the main fibre and the smaller CPM 

fibre. A proportion of this light leaves the cladding and enters the smaller monitor fibre where it 

is guided to its end. No light is coupled out of the core of the main delivery fibre and there is 

therefore no insertion loss associated with it. The main expected factors affecting the 

performance of this device [93] are the coupling efficiency between monitor fibre and cladding of 

the main fibre and the amount of cross-talk between the laser radiation travelling in both 

directions being detected by the photodiodes. For the purposes of in-process monitoring the 

wavelengths of interest are beyond that ofjust the laser wavelength and therefore cross talk was 

not considered a problem. 
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Figure 6.6 Schematic of the cladding power monitor arrangement 
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Light escaping from the junction was scattered and absorbed by the surrounding protective 

enclosure around the CPM junction. 

6.23 Fibre Core Monitor 

This device is so called because it was used to monitor process light, which travelled back up the 

core of the main beam delivery fibre in the opposite sense to that of the incident laser beam. 

Light from the process enters the optics in the focusing head where it is focused back onto the 

output end of the main beam delivery fibre. 

Process light 

4m 

Laser beam delivery 
fibre 

Laser beam from resonator 

Monitor fibre 
passes through mirror or sensor 

---------------- 

Turning mirrors II Core monitor assembly 

Figure 6.7 Schematic of the optical layout for the core monitor within the laser head 

Figure 6.7 shows a schematic of the layout of a sensor in relation to the other optical elements 

within the laser head. The arrangement uses a series of silica lenses to image the input end of the 

main beam delivery fibre onto the end of a smaller fibre. This allows a significant amount of 
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process light to be imaged back from the work-piece into the fibre core by the focusing optics in 

the focusing head to be detected. The core monitor was designed in such a way that the fibre 

could be moved independently in the Z direction, of the lens so that it could be accurately 

positioned at the waist position of the lens. Both lens and monitor f ibre could be moved in the X- 

Y position relative to the fibre axis for alignment with the optical axis of the fibre see figure 6.8. 

x 
AdjustMent 
screws I Retu m 

'100 springs 

0 

200 um Section fused silica through X-X fibre 

Lens 20 mm 
focal length x 

Figure 6.8 Schematic of 'core monitor' assembly 

Figure 6.9 shows a photograph of this device mounted inside the head of the 2kW Lumonics 

MultiWavim Nd: YAG laser. 

Both the CPM and core monitors, by virtue of them being positioned on the same axis as the laser 

beam gather process light directly from the centre of the laser-material interaction zone. 
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Figure 6.9 Location of Core monitor within laser 

6.3 Sensing Equipment 

Process light, collected by the optical sensors was delivered to a wavelength splitter arrangement 

via their respective optical fibres, see figure 6.10. The optical splitter allowed the process light to 

be split into three wavelength ranges, given the following names for convenience; Nd: YAG = 

1064nm, IRý >I I 00nm and UV/Visible =< 900nm. 
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Figure 6.10. Arrangement used to split process light into various wavelength ranges. 

After leaving the monitor fibre optic, a lens was used to collimate the light (note: complete 

collimation was not possible as the light from the process was not monochromatic). The 

collimated beam was firstly intercepted by a 45* mirror coated to reflect radiation at a 

wavelength of 1064mn which was used to reflect laser radiation through an interference filter 

centred on a wavelength 1064nm with a band width of 1 Omn through a microscope objective onto 

a silicon photodiode. The light in the UV/ visible range, having passed through the YAG mirror, 

was then reflected at 45* by a silicon mirror (0.5mm thick, polished on both sides I jim using 

diamond paste). A coloured glass filter was used to remove radiation with wavelength greater 

than 700nm then the beam was focused onto a UV enhanced silicon diode using a microscope 

objective. Radiation with wavelengths of >I. Ipm passed through the silicon mirror and was 

focused onto an Indium Gallium Arsenide (InGaAs) photodiode using a microscope objective. 

'Me actual layout of the wavelength splitter is shown in figure 6.11. Voltage signals from all the 
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photodiodes were subject to amplification prior to recording on either a digital oscilloscope or a 

PC based data acquisition system (Compuscope). 

4f f 

0010 

Figure 6.11 Photograph of wavelength splitter apparatus 
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7 Experimental Trials to Observe the Temporal Behaviour of Optical Signals from the 
Laser Beam Interaction Zone 

7.1 Introduction 

By far the simplest approach to observing radiated signals from the work-piece, and one which is 

most conducive to the characteristics required of process monitoring for industrial applications, as 

outlined in chapter 5, is to collect them using a single simple sensor viewing the interaction zone 

as a whole. This effectively gives an integrated view of the interaction zone radiation. 

7.2 Observation of Optical Spectra from the Laser Process using a Spectrometer 

7.2.1 Objectives 

These experiment were carried out primarily to determine the characteristics of the light signature 

from the Nd: YAG laser process, as this would have an influence on the choice of sensors for in- 

process monitoring. 

7.2.2 Experimental Trials 

An Jarrell-Ash optical monochromator with a 450 blaze grating at 150 gratings per mm was used 

to collect light signals from the beam interaction zone under a number of conditions to determine 

the spectra of the process at various intensities. The spectrometer was configured with a 400pm 

diameter fused silica fibre of 2 metres in length, which allowed light from a distance to be 

collected from a localised zone. The spectrometer system was fitted with a multi-channel optical 

analyser (Alton Instruments Corp, LAMDkrm LS-2000 series). This was a PC software based 

system based on a 2048 element silicon based, linear Photodiode Charge Coupled Device 
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(PCCD) detector which is positioned in the diffracted beam within the monochromator. This 

system allowed high speed capture of spectral distributions in the wavelength range 200 to 

I 100nm the sensitivity of the detector although outside of the range 400 to 950nm the detector is 

diminished response and could not therefore pick up the laser wavelength. Calibration of the 

monochromator was achieved by using a number of sources with known wavelength i. e. mercury 

lamp, helium neon laser. 

Ibc optimum laser focus position relative to the work piece surface was found prior to carrying 

out experimental trials. This was done by producing a series of bead-on-plate welds on I. Omm 

thick mild steel, at constant power and speed settings and varying the focus position, using a 

linear Z-axis, relative to the plate surface. Tbc optimum focal position was the one that gave the 

fullest weld penetration through the plate. 

Two methods of detection were used; off-axis detection and core monitor detection. To collect 

the signal the spectrometer fibre was mounted in a specially constructed fixture together with a 

100mm focal length cemented achromat imaging lens positioned 140mm from the fibre and 

400mm from the interaction zone so as to image a small area of approximately 2.8mm. around the 

laser interaction zone. 

With the side detector arrangement a white light source was shone back through the spectrometer 

to emerge at the distal end of the fibre to be focused by the achromat lens. The point of focus for 

white light was relatively easily seen in low light conditions and could be accurately positioned 

relative to the diode targeting laser from the Nd: YAG laser source, to image the area coincident 

with the laser interaction point. The off axis detector was positioned in such a way as to view at 

an angle of 600 from the vertical. 
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In addition, for comparison, signals were captured from the plume above the work piece close to 

the work piece surface by placing the off axis detector in a position behind the laser beam 

interaction zone parallel with the work piece surface. The image height above the surface was 

determined by again imaging a white light source this time onto the surface of the graduations on 

a height gauge. 

The core monitor was specially adapted to accept the spectrometer fibre to allow light from the 

interaction zone travelling back up the core of the main beam delivery to be collected by the Core 

Monitor and spectrometer. In this way the spectrometer signal was sampled directly on axis with 

the laser beam and the interaction point. 

Melting of the target material was carried out using a number of different laser sources including 

2kW and 4kW continuous wave Nd: YAG and 2kW carbon dioxide lasers. 

7.2.3 Results of Spectrometer Trials 

All results presented have been corrected for the spectral response of the silicon based PCCD 

detector and are presented as intensity levels on the detector array. 

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show typical spectra from welds made in mild steel using the 2kW Nd: YAG 

laser source at two travel speed conditions; 2 and 4m/min . Each speed produced a good weld 

with smooth top and under bead and full penetration through I. Omrn sheet material using argon to 

protect the melt-pool from oxidation. 
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Figure 7.1 Spectral distribution of light from a I. Omm thick mild steel sheet welded with a CW 

Nd: YAG laser at 2kW and 2m/min and argon gas shielding. Off-axis detector. 
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Figure 7.2. Spectral distribution of light from a l. Omm thick mild steel sheet welded with a CW 

Nd: YAG laser at 2kW and 4m/min and argon gas shielding. Off-axis detector. 
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Figure 7.3 Spectral distribution of light from a I. Omm thick mild steel sheet welded with a CW 

Nd: YAG laser at 2kW and 4m/min with helium gas shielding. Off-axis detector. 
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Figure 7.4. Spectral distribution of light from a I. Omm thick mild steel weld made with a CW 

Nd: YAG laser at 2kW and 4m/min with nitrogen gas shield. Off-axis detector. 
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Figure 7.5. Spectral distribution of light from a 1.0mm thick mild steel sheet weld made with a 

CW Nd: YAG laser at 4kW and l2m/min with helium gas shield. Off-axis detector. 
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Figure 7.6. Spectral distribution from I. Omm thick mild steel sheet using a CW Nd: YAG laser at 

2kW and 4m/min with argon gas shield. Viewed from side, 4.3mm above work-piece surface and 

through the core monitor 
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Figure 7.7. Spectral distribution of light from a I. Omm thick mild steel sheet welded with a CW 

Carbon Dioxide laser at 2kW and 4m/min with helium shield gas. Off-axis detector. 
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Figure 7.8 Spectral intensity distribution from mild steel welded with a carbon dioxide laser at 

2kW and 5m/min. Argon shield. Off-axis detector. 
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7.3 Validation of Process Monitoring by Sensing Through the Fibre Optic Beam Delivery 

73.1 Objectives 

The objective of this set of experiments was to capture the temporal characteristics of the signal 

measured in the return leg of the cladding power monitor to determine whether the signals 

observed were representative of processes occurring at the work-piece. Actual events occurring 

at the work piece related to signals picked by the sensor were not easily determined during 

welding so a statistical approach was adopted in an attempt to positively determine that signals 

were indicating events occurring at the work-piece and not just a characteristic of the beam 

delivery. 

7.3.2 Experimental Procedure 

A cladding power monitor of core diameter I. Omm and monitor fibre diameter 200pm was fitted 

to a Lumonics JK 702H, 35OW pulsed Nd: YAG laser, using a l7mm beam collimation and 

60mm focus lens to focus the beam into the core of the fibre. 

A single silicon diode arrangement with fixed amplification was positioned at the output end of 

the return leg of the monitor fibre with the output end butted to the glass window of the detector 

aligned with the diode junction. A digital storage oscilloscope was used to capture the returned 

signals. Initially a pulse was taken without any target to determine the signal amplitude 

associated with the beam delivery. 

A 50mm x 50mm x 0.7mm thick copper (C 100) coupon, bright and free from surface scale, with 

surface roughness R, in the x and y direction of 5.5gm and 6.5pm respectively was marked off 
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into 10 rows and 10 columns of equally sized squares across one of its surfaces. The copper 

coupon was placed under the focusing optics at the output end of the beam delivery fibre, at the 

waist position of the laser beam. The waist was located by taking bums in kapton film. 

Each row of squares was exposed to an increasing number of shots from the laser i. e. row one 

was exposed to one shot, row two, 2 shots, row three shots etc. using the pulse parameters 5.5ms, 

25J, 10. OIlz. These parameters were optimised so as not to produce melting on the first shot. 

After exposure each sector was examined under an optical microscope for signs of melting. 

Where melting had occurred, the diameter of the molten zone was measured using a calibrated 

graticule on a microscope eyepiece, at a magnification of 100x. In addition multiple shot welds 

were produced on the surface of a mild-steel plate. 

7.3.3 Results 

Ile signal level without a target was found to be between 0.02 and 0.035 volts per kW laser peak 

power. Typical returned signal values at the same peak power were between 1.7 and 3.5 volts per 

kW with the same electrical amplification. Ibis gives a signal to noise ratio of between 70 and 

85. This gives a good indication that the detector is capable of discriminating between 

background signal levels associated with reflections from optical faces, such as the cover slide, 

focusing lenses and output end of the fibre. 

Table 7.1 shows the results of measurements taken at the surface of the copper coupon after 

exposure to the laser. 
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Table 7.1 Measurements taken of melt zones on the surface of a copper coupon exposed to an 

increasing number of laser pulses 

From table 7.1 it can be seen that the probably of melting of the copper plate surface with just two 

shots was nil and the probably of melting occurring after more than five shots was virtually 
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1000/(,. Between 3 and 5 shots the chances of melting occurring every time was between 40 and 

90%. 

Figure 7.9 shows a typical sequence of sensor output for a series of 10 shots onto the copper 

target. 

Pulse 3 Pulse 4 Pulse 5 Pulse 6 

12U C 111 ; 21.1 
fliI To 

CWI "I CNI. 2v 
TI-I.. 401 TE 

Pulse 7 Pulse 8 Pulse 9 Pulse 10 

cmj-2uý 
POTS To-I.. 

CHI-2v 
Pori$ 

cmtwav 
TO-I.. AFTS 

CHI-2v 
T0 -1 

Figure 7.9 Typical sensor output for a sequence of laser pulses dunng spot welding of copper 

target 
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To assist in the understanding of the changes in the signal that have taken place in the peak and 

average signal the amplitude of sensor output has been plotted in figure 7.10. It can be seen that 

the amplitudes of the peak value at the initial part and the final part of the returned signal 

decreases from a steady state were there is a very low probability of melting occurring to a lower 

steady state were there is virtually 100% probability of melting. 

In addition to the drop in signal amplitude it was noticeable that a degree of instability occurred 

in the signal particularly beyond the halfway point. 
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Figure 7.10 showing the amplitude of sensor output for spot welds made with a number of shots 

Of particular interest is that this instability appears to have periodicity of 0.286ms associated 

corresponding to a frequency of 350OHz. 
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Mild steel was more easily melted even at quite low peak power and power density at the work- 

piece. 

Figure 7.11 relative amplitude of signals observed during spot welding of a mild steel. 

It can be seen from figure 7.11 that initially as the laser shutter is opened the sensor signal is high, 

it then reduces, rises again to then reduce to become steady state. This was found to be typical of' 

behaviour when multiple shots were used to produce spot welds. 

By selectively delaying the tngger point of the oscilloscope it was possible to capture in detail the 

characteristics of each pulse, each having experienced tile therinal effects of the preceding pulses. 

These are shown in Figure 7, Il 
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Figure 7.12 Sensor signals from successive pulses producing a spot-weld on a mild steel plate 

It can be seen that the early pulse has little or no structure except a high initial peak. This then 

decays to form a structured pulse with reduced peak and average amplitude. As the pulse 

amplitude begins to rise again there appears to be an increase in the amount of periodic activity 

occuMng dunng the pulse. Pulses 10 and 12 show periodic structure ol'O. 15 to 0.2nis, 

corresponding to frequencies in the range 5000 - 6700FIz. 
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7.4 Optical Signal Behaviour During Scam Welding Under Nominally Good Welding 
Conditions, Using a Continuous Wave Output. 

7.4.1 Objectives 

To obseR, e the behaviour ofseveral signals under nominally good welding conditions of seani 

welding, a series of trials were earned out these are described below: 

7.4.2 Experimental Procedure 

The Cladding Power Monitor (CPM) with I. Omm core diameter was used with a 2kW continuous 

wave laser (MLlitiWavelm 2000). The return fibre from the CPM was connected to the 

wavelength splitter equipment. The sensors within the splitter were aligned using a bright white 

light source directed back along the forward-going side of the CPM monitor fibre. The target 

material was I. Omm thick mild steel with the beam focused with a 160 and 80mm lens 

combination giving a 0.5mm focused spot. Argon gas shielding was used to prevent oxidation. 

This was introduced through an 8mm diameter side pipe, positioned in front of the weld with 

respect to beam translation relative to the work-piece. 

Bead-on-plate welds were also made in the surface of a 4mm thick mild-steel plate at different 

speeds and laser power to determine the response of the backscattered laser wavelength. 

A tapered work-piece with angle 3" was used to assess the effect of changing work-piece 

thickness. 
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7.4.3 Results 

Figure 7.13 shows typical traces of the IR signal and the UVNisjble signal for welds made in 

I. Omm thick mild steel sheet matenal whilst fully penetrating the coupon. 
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Figure 7.13 Typical IR (channel D) and UVNisible (Channel C) signal during welding 

This signals where found to be highly repeatable under a given set of conditions. A reduction in 

laser power did produce a reduction in both signal amplitudes. Figure 7.14 shows the behaviour 

of the UV/visible signal and IR signal for variation in speed. 
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Figure 7.14 Variation of mean UV and IR signal amplitude with welding speed. 

A different effect was seen for the case of the backscattered laser radiation. As welding speed 

, Aas increased the amplitude of tile backscattered radiation was found to increase in the same way 

as the UV and IR radiation signals. However, as power was decreased the backscattered signal 

Nýas found to increase, opposite behaviour to that of the UV and IR signals. 

It NNas noticeable that the amplitude of oscillation about a inean point increased with decreasing 

speed for both the UV and IR signals. Of particular note is the high degree of oscillation within 

the signals even "ith a nominally stable continuous wave output. 

A fast Fourier analysis of these signals under various conditions was carried out and showed, 

during ftill penetration at the slower speeds, distinctive peaks of oscillation corresponding to 

frequencies in the range 2500 - 350OHz and occasionally, particularly in the IN signal. higher 

frequencies in the region of 700OHz 
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To try to understand the nature of these frequencies welds were made over a tapered steel wedge 

angled at 30 with an initial thickness of 0.7mm and 150nu-n in length, shown in figure 7.15. 

Laser Direction beam 
of 

'V 

welding 

Mild 
Steel 
Wedge 

Figure 7.15 Schematic of experimental set-up involving a tapered work-piece 

The flat side of the wedge was positioned upper-most so that the beam focus position relative to 

the work-piece was maintained during translation. This arrangement allowed a weld to be 

produced over a constantly varying material thickness. The UV and IR signal was recorded 

through the core monitor during welding. Welds were performed at constant power and varying 

speed. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was perfortned on each signal against time, and time- 

correlated to the thickness of the material under the beam at any one time. The results are shown 

in figure 7.16 below for two speeds, 3 and 4m/min. The figure shows the characteristic 

oscillation frequencies observed in the infrared signal. Both UV and IR signals exhibited similar 

characteristics. It is evident that considerable oscillation is present indicating that there is 

considerable activity within the keyhole. It is noticeable that within the spectrum of oscillation 

some frequencies were more prevalent than others, indicated by the peaks. It can be seen from 

the results that as time elapsed, and thickness increased the maximum oscillation frequency also 

decreased, moving from approximately 350OHz to 200OHz. It is also of note that the oscillation 
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frequency is approximately the same for both speeds at similar positions along the tapered work- 

piece. 
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Figure 7.16 Oscillation frequencies observed during welding of a mild steel wedge 
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Figure 7.16 (cont) Oscillation frequencies observed during welding of a mild steel wedge 
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7.4.4 High Speed Video Filming of the Laser Keyhole 

A high-speed video recording at up to 40,500 frames per second was taken using a Kodak 

Ektrapro camera. The camera was positioned behind the turning mirror within the laser focusing 

head optics, such that it could view the beam impingement area coaxially with the laser beam. 

Illumination was provided by a copper vapour laser, delivered via optical fibre, through a frosted 

glass slide positioned, approximately 2cm above the beam impingement point. This arrangement 

was found to give more diffuse illumination leading to better image quality. Welds were made at 

constant speed and power. 

Figure 7.17 shows a set of images produced during a continuous scam weld, showing the welding 

keyhole from directly above the beam impingement point on the work piece. The keyhole can be 

identified as the bright circular object in the centre of the image. The edge of the front of the 

weld pool can also just be made out at the top of each picture. The correct sequence of images is 

viewed from left right with the frame number printed next to the image. The images appear to 

show the view through the keyhole to the backside of the sheet where the keyhole exit can be 

seen. During the image sequence it becomes apparent that whilst the keyhole entry stays largely 

constant in size and shape the exit appears to be opening and closing every 12 frames 

corresponding to a frequency of approximately 3375Hz. 
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Figure 7.17 Images showing opening and closing of the keyhole during welding 
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Also of note, from the high-speed images was the presence of small waves moving from the front 

edge on both sides of the keyhole. Low density particles (possibly silicates) could also be seen on 

the surface of the weld-pool that appeared to move forwards and backwards just behind the 

keyhole, very much like surfers on a wave. 

High speed images of welding in aluminium zinc alloy (7475) using the same technique showed 

the keyhole to be far less stable. In this case the keyhole entry was seen to be unstable with 

molten material periodically flowing back into the keyhole from behind momentarily closing it 

completely. Note that it was not possible to carry out extensive trials as the laser would barely 

couple into the work-piece. 

Under extreme conditions of low speed (0.9 - I. Om/min) and high power (2kW) whilst welding 

I mm thick mild steel, a condition was observed where the weld widened considerably and the 

keyhole elongated such that a large hole appeared in the plate surface during welding. This effect 

had previously been thought to be associated with molten material dropping out of the weld-pool 

under its on weight and is known in some circles as weld 'drop through' or 'drop out'. Images of 

this condition are shown in figure 7.18. 
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Figure 7.18 Keyhole enlargement at low speed (I m/mIn) 
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In simulating these conditions, the high-speed video revealed a possible alternative mechanism 

whereby this condition can occur. From 7.18 the keyhole can be seen to enlarge to many times its 

original size as the laser beam traverses across the plate. It is the enlarged keyhole that produces 

the hole in the plate after solidification, not loss of material. Also worth noting was the 

disappearance of principle oscillation frequencies seen in slightly faster (1.25m/min) welds. 

7.5 Observation of the Optical Signal Behaviour During Changes of Focus Position 

7.5.1 Objectives 

The objectives were to observe the behaviour of the monitored signal during changes in work- 

piece to optics distance, simulating changes in focus position that might be encountered in an 

industrial application. This was observed for both the non-melting and melting case. 
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7.5.2 Experimental Procedure 

A Cladding Power Monitor (CPM) of core diameter I. Omm and monitor fibre diameter 200pim 

was fitted to a 350W pulsed Nd: YAG laser Lumonics JK 702H. The beam was focused into the 

fibre by collimating to 17mm and focusing onto the fibre core using a 60mm cemented achromat 

focus lens. 

The return fibre from the CPM was connected to the wavelength splitter equipment with the 

filters selected to only detect wavelengths in the range 1064nm +/- 10nm, i. e. corresponding to 

the returned laser radiation. The sensors within the splitter were aligned using a bright white light 

source passed back along the forward-going side of the CPM monitor fibre. 

It was found to be relatively difficult to prevent melting on the surface of a mild steel plate so a 

I. Omm thick copper coupon was used as the target material. The beam was focused using a 160 

and 80mm lens combination giving a O. 5mm focused spot. The focus position or waist of the 

beam was found by making single shots into 0.1 mm thick Kapton film at different elevations 

relative to the focus lens. The smallest hole produced in the Kapton film was selected as 

corresponding to the waist position. Initially the copper target was placed in the same plane as 

the waist position in the beam path. Individual shots were taken and the signals at various 

wavelengths observed for various focus positions either side of the waist position. 

7.5.3 Results - Non-melting Case 

Figure 7.19 shows a typical trace of the radiation signal received by the process monitor with a 

copper target positioned at the laser beam waist position i. e. at focus. 
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Figure 7.19 returned signal from copper target positioned 'at focus' 

it ýkas found that the levels of IR and UV/Visible that could be detected from the copper target 

ýNere insignificant, but the signal detected from the laser wavelength was very large in 

comparison. Figure 7.20 shows a plot of the sensor signal for the backscattered laser light 

returning from the surface of a copper target positioned at various focal positions relative to the 

ýýaist position. 
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Figure 7.20 Sensor output at various focal positions relative to copper target. Note: negative focus 

position corresponds to waist above target surface 

Starting from a beam waist position below the surface of the plate (positive value) it can be seen 

that as the waist is raised so that it approaches the plane of the plate surface, the amplitude of the 

sensor signal (peak and background) increases. The ratio of the peak to background remains 

constant. The sensor signal reaches a maximum with the waist 1 mm below the surface of the 

plate whereupon the signal drops as the waist continues to be raised above the plate surface. It can 

be seen that the shape of the curve is not symmetrical about the maximum point with the rate of 

increase below the plate surface greater than that above. 

7.5.4 Results - Melting Case 

The peak amplitude of the collected signal for each wavelength was recorded and is shown in 

figure 7.21 below. 
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With the mild steel target it was possible to detect significant levels of UV and IR signal. It can 

be seen from figure 7.21 that the behaviour is similar to the non-melting case that is the signals 

rise and fall as the focus is adjusted from above to below the plate surface. However in the case 

of the plate melting the UV and IR signals are available, their peaks appearing to straddle the 

, waist position. 
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7.6 Experiment to Observe the Optical Signals During Melting - Continuous Wave Laser 

Note: It was notpossible to carry out continuous wave trialsfor the non-melting case as 

excessive backscatter and reflection of the laser wavelength would cause damage to the output 

end of thefibre. 

7.6.1 Procedure 

Because of the nature of a continuous wave laser it was not thought possible to be able to get a 

reliable single shot mode to carry out focus trials so a different method was used to introduce 

focal errors. A mild steel sheet, 1.0mm. thick, was tilted at an angle of 2.5 degrees to the 

horizontal plane. The laser beam waist position was set initially above the surface of the sheet. 

The sheet was traversed under the stationary laser beam so that the beam waist position moved 

through the plane of the sheet until at the end of welding the beam waist was positioned below the 

sheet surface. 

Focusing optics were selected (160mm recollimating lens, 80mm focus lens) to give a nominal 

focussed laser beam waist of 0.5mm. Welding was carried out using a continuous wave output 

and with power measured at the work-piece of 1300 watts. Argon gas was introduced using a 

side pipe of 8mm internal diameter and 10 litres /min flow directed at the beam impingement area 

so that good cover was maintained over the entire length of the plate. A variety of welding 

speeds were used, typically in the range 2.0 - 3.0m/min. Melt runs were also made through 

overlapping sheets by clamping two I. Omm thick sheets on top of one another and welding at a 

slower welding speed of 1.0m/min. 

Bead on plate runs were made using core monitor and cladding power monitor arrangements 

connected to the wavelength splitter apparatus. The behaviour of the different wavelengths 

ranges was monitored simultaneously. 
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7.6.2 Results 

Figures 7.22 show the characteristic UV/visible signal from a weld made across the length of an 

inclined single mild steel sheet. 
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Figure 7.22 Typical signal from UVNisible sensor during welding of inclined steel plate 

The results have been plotted so that the edge of the plate is coincident with time equal to zero 

(marked by EP). As the beam moves onto the plate there is an increase in signal indicated at 

position I which reduces as the beam is fully onto the plate. This is believed to be associated 

with an edge effect. Beyond position I the signal remains at a constant level for approximately 

0.5 seconds even though the beam is constantly changing focus, until position 2. At 2, there is a 

step increase in signal of approximately 40mV over a time period of 11.8ms, or a linear 

translation of the beam across the surface of the sheet of 0.5mm. Between positions 2 and 3 the 

signal increases constantly, with a signal modulation depth of approximately 32mV, similar to the 

base noise level from the detectors when not welding. At position 3 the signal still increases at a 
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largely constant level but the depth of modulation starts to increase until position 4 where the 

modulation depth reaches a maximum of 200mV. At position 5 the sensor signal reaches peak 

amplitude then begins to decay along with the modulation depth. At position 6 there is a step 

decrease in signal level of approximately 60mV. Both the step changes observed at positions 2 

and 6 corresponded to a discontinuity observed on the surface of the sheet. Figure 7.23 shows a 

plot weld top bead and under bead width against welding time. 
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Figure 7.23 Typical plot of weld top bead and under-bead width for a weld made in 1.0 mm 

inclined mild steel sheet 

Cross referencing figures 7.22 and 7.23 it can be seen that the time corresponding to the first step 

change in signal position 2, (0.6secs) appears to be coincident with an increase in top bead width 

and the onset of full penetration. Top bead width reduces to a minimum at the point of the second 

step change at 6 but full penetration is lost before this time. 
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Figure 7.24 below shows a photograph of the weld top bead at the position corresponding to the 

position 2. It can be seen that there appears to be a transition point where the weld bead increases 

width. Also significant is the increase in oxidation on the top bead surface that since the weld- 

pool was protected by inert gas immediately at the welding point, must be occurring after 

Weld bead 
discontinuity 

Direction of 
welding 

", 

Z Weld and 
plate 
surface 
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Figure 7.24'Fransition point on bead on plate weld made on an include I. Omm mild steel sheet. 
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Figure 7.25. Discontinuity or transition in the surface of the weld after 2.5 seconds of welding. 

solidification of the weld and is thought to be an indication of increased heat being absorbed into 

the weld per unit length. Approximately 2.5 seconds after the start of the weld a step decrease in 

both optical signals could be seen which corresponded to a visible discontinuity on the weld 

surface; see figure 7.25. 

Metallographic cross sections of the welds made on an inclined plate were taken at points either 

side of the two transition points and at the centre of the plate. These are shown below. 
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Figure 7.26. Tý pical \\ eld cross-section (rnag 60x) taken from the region before initial transition 

point. Ftched in 2% Nital. Fusion zone has been highlighted for clarity. 
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Figure 7.28. Typical cross-section through a weld (mag 60x) taken frorn mid point sho\Ning full 

penetration of the plate. Etched in 2% Nital. Fusion zone has been highlighted. 

I Fhe flillý penetrating weld can be seen to exhibit a characteristic hourglass shape with a waist 

positioned approximately centrally relative to the thickness of the metal sheet 

Figure 7.29 show's a longitudinal section of overlap weld made through two thickness of I. Ornrn 

mild steel sheet that was tilted under the beam in a similar way. The section shows the area at tile 

beginning of the weld where the initial step increase in signal is seen and tile surface discontinuity 

is present. A dotted line has been introduced to show the lower boundary of tile melted zone 

ýN ithin the material. Above the plate it can be seen that there is an increase in the volume of 

material above tile sheet surface. This is more clearly shown with the introduction of a marker 

line shoýN ing the original plane of parent material surface. The increase in weld reinforcement 

height for tills configuration was typically 0.1 5mm or 8% of plate thickness. 
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Figure 7.29 Typical longitudinal weld section (mag 50x) taken through the centre-line of a weld 

made in two overlapping sheets of I. Omm steel showing the weld discontinuity point at the 

beginning of welding. Etched in 2% Nital. Fusion boundary profile has been highlighted for 

clarity. 

Figure 7.30 Longitudinal weld section (mag 50x) taken through the centre-line of a weld made in 

two overlapping sheets of 1.0 mm steel showing the weld discontinuity point towards the end of 

the weld. Etched in 2% Nital. Fusion boundary profile has been highlighted for clarity 
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FolloxN ing the transition point at the end of the weld there is a slight but noticeable dip in weld 

height beloNN the plane of the sheet surface. 

7.6.3 Dual Wavelength Sensing 

Obserý at ion of both the L! V/ý is I ble and IR ýý a\ elengths together during the prod uction of me It Z-- 

runs over a inild steel plate inclined at 2.5" demonstrated that there was a distinct change in 

signal amplitude at different focus positions as seen above. More interestingly the changes in 

amplitude relative to focus position appeared to be different for each wavelength range. 

A trace of LJV/visible and IR amplitude is shown in figure 7.3 1. 
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Figure 7.3) 1. Infrared and TJV/VisIble' signals taken simultaneOLISly while welding over an 
inclined mild steel plate 
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Figure 7.31 shows that the IR (trace A) and UV/visible (trace B) signals both increase and 

decrease as the laser beam is translated along the length of the tilted plate, each reaching a 

maximum amplitude at different positions along the plate. 

Figure 7.32 shows the mean values (calculated over 1000 points, note the sample size 100,000 

data points) for the trace plotted against focus position. Optimum or laser focus was determined 

from the point on the plate where maximum penetration was achieved. It can be seen that the UV 
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Figure 7.32 Average values of signal amplitude plotted relative to optimum laser focus position. 

and IR signatures straddle the laser focus almost symmetrically. 
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7.7 Discussion of Results 

7.7.1 Spectrometer Measurements 

From figures 7.1 and 7.2 it can be seen that the spectra from the welding process for the Nd: YAG 

laser looks very much like black body radiation, following a similar contour to that described by 

Planck's law. There is little structure in either of the traces except in the region 590-600nm and 

620-630nm where there are clear dips in the intensity. 

Wien's law, see equation 3.13, shows the wavelength at the maximum intensity corresponding to 

a given temperature. This allows the temperature of the radiation detected by the spectrometer to 

be calculated. It can be seen for both figures 7.1 and 7.2 that the wavelength giving the 

maximum intensity are 630 and 650mn respectively, corresponding to temperatures of 4603K and 

4461K. The difference in the two temperatures maybe associated with experimental repeatability 

but may also be associated with the greater heat input per unit length of weld with the slower 

weld causing additional heating. 

The spectra from the welds made with helium and nitrogen gas show similar characteristics to 

that of argon. The main difference appears to be a much greater relative intensity in the tail of 

these two signals in the wavelength range 700 to 950nm. There is also a decrease in minimum 

wavelength in the helium case. The reason for this is not fully understood but is believed to be a 

real phenomenon as all of the above results were achieved using the same equipment set up and 

subsequent checks welding in argon, yielded consistent results. 
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Figure 7.5 shows the spectra from a weld made at a higher mean power of 4kW at the work-piece. 

This gave increased heat input 15 J/mm and a higher intensity of 2.4MW/cm2 when compared 

with the previous results. It can be seen that this has not significantly changed the profile of the 

spectra but has moved the peak intensity to a shorter wavelength of approximately 560nm 

corresponding to a blackbody temperature of 5178 K (5451'C) 

A number of workers have carried out spectroscopic analysis of the beam work piece interaction 

for different laser sources including carbon dioxide [94,95,96,97], carbon monoxide [98] and 

Nd: YAG [99]. 

The results of welds made using the carbon dioxide laser for comparison are quite different to 

those with the Nd: YAG. Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show the spectral results from welds made in mild 

steel with the carbon dioxide laser using argon and helium gas shielding. It can be seen that there 

is a significant difference between the two spectra. If a direct comparison is made it is 

immediately clear that in the case of the weld made in argon the spectrum is greatly extended and 

includes a number distinctive peaks at wavelengths above 650nm. These have been identified 

from tables of spectra as being lines associated with the first level of ionisation of argon, the lines 

bcing 696.54,706.72,727.29,738.39,750.38,751.46,763.51,772.37,772.42,794.81,800.619 

811.53 and 842.46nm. The spectra to the left of the 650mn peak appears to have a profile with 

much more structure associated with it and is quite unlike the smoother profile from the Nd: YAG 

laser. 

During welding it was noticeable that the brightness of the light generated from the argon was 

much greater than for helium. This impression was confirmed, as light incident on the detector 

for the argon shielding, was found to be some 190 times greater in intensity than for the helium. 
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7.7.2 Signal Behaviour During Melting 

The signals taken from the spot welding on the copper target were dominated by the back 

reflection and scattering of the laser radiation wavelength. It was apparent that by increasing the 

number of pulses a threshold was reached which firstly reduced the backscattered signal by 

approximately one half, which ties in closely with the findings where a high intensity pulsed laser 

was used [28] to melt a copper target. The initial drop in intensity is thought to be associated 

with the break down of reflectivity (increase in absorptivity) and is probably associated with the 

introduction of oxidation on the surface of the plate. This is supported by the fact that melting of 

the plate at this intensity could not be achieved when using gas shielding. 

The onset of modulation seen in the signal was confirmed as being associated with melting of the 

metal surface and displacement of the melt by the vapour pressure. 

When the CPM was used to monitor the backscattered laser radiation it was found that the signal 

at the Nd: YAG wavelength appeared to change in the opposite sense to the UV and IR 

wavelengths. 'Mat is, as the power was decreased the YAG signal was found to increase, 

indicating that the signal may be associated with changes in coupling. In an attempt to try to 

normalise the data the depth of penetration at each condition was measured, using metallographic 

techniques and compared to the signal amplitude. Figure 7.33 shows a plot of penetration depth 

against sensor signal. 
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Figure 7.33 Plot of penetration depth for three different speeds and power levels 

It can be seen that to a close approximation the sensor signal corresponds closely to the 

penetration depth even for changes in speed and laser power. This is an interesting result as it 

seems to indicate that for a given penetration depth a backscatter signal exists which is 

independent of speed and power. 

7.7.3 Oscillation Behaviour 

Figure 7.34 shows a plot of natural frequency for the weld pool calculated using the Postacioglu. 

model [68,69], for two axial mode numbers 4 and S. To aid calculation the surface tension and 

density of the melt have been assumed to remain constant, the figures used being 0.85N/m for 

3 
surface tension and an average density of 7200kg/m. 
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Figure 7.34 Natural frequency of weld-pool oscillation compared with measured values at 

different material thickness 

These have been plotted together with the actual frequencies observed during the welding 

operation carried out across the tapered work-piece as a function of material thickness. 

Additional points have been added from individual welds made in single thickness of I. Omm at 

various travel speed. 

It can be seen that the actual measured frequencies follow closely the calculated predicted natural 

frequencies, lying approximately half way between the natural frequencies of the two modes. 

They show a clear correlation between thickness, and length of keyhole and oscillation frequency 

as predicted. 

The high-speed video showed clearly that for a I. Omrn thick plate that the keyhole entry remains 

static whilst the exit appears to open and close periodically. The frequency of oscillation 

13 
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calculated from the frame speed corresponded to that observed on the optical signals and to that 

predicted, demonstrating that this was the origin of the oscillation. 

The reason for the opening and closure of the keyhole is thought to be associated with the way the 

beam interacts with the molten liquid within the pool. It is thought that the interaction is not 

continuous but periodic. The beam is thought to initially couple with the front portion of the 

keyhole, vaporising the material in the process. This creates sufficient recoil pressure to produce 

a pulse which forces molten metal downwards and away from the interaction point. The pulse of 

molten material is forced to the bottom of the keyhole whereupon it produces full or partial 

closure. Restoring forces (surface tension), in the absence of significant vapour or recoil pressure 

within the weld-pool then re-present the melt interface to the beam again and the process is 

repeated. The action of the beam is stimulating the natural frequency of the pool and visa versa. 

This analysis is partly supported by the limiting case of speed observed in figure 7.18, where the 

keyhole became extended. These conditions were marked by the disappearance of characteristic 

natural frequencies that would have been expected from a fully penetrating keyhole. The reason 

for this is that the keyhole exit has become so enlarged that the keyhole can no longer close. This 

perhaps explains the departure of the measured frequency data from that predicted towards the 

thinner end of the tapered work-piece. Here the relative speed to work-piece thickness is such 

that the keyhole is enlarged, reducing the ability for the keyhole to close. 

7.7.4 Changes in Focus Position 

The highly dynamic nature of the backscattered laser light signal is believed to be associated with 

melting of the plate surface and subsequent displacement of the surface such that normal specular 

reflection is no longer possible, thereby greatly reducing the level of radiation returning back up 

the laser beam delivery optics and being captured by the sensor. 
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In the case of the copper target, no melting of the surface was occurring and the temporal 

characteristics of the returned signal remained constant at the various focal positions. The origin 

of the increase in signal amplitude as the target surface approached the waist position is believed 

to be associated with a number of effects including the aperturing effects of the fibre, the 

diverging or converging beam on the surface of the target either side of the waist and the size of 

the image relayed from target to fibre. 

7.7.4.1 Divergence Effect. 

The rays from the lens converge as they approach the waist position. As these converging rays 

strike the surface of the target, if the laws of reflection apply as they should from a reasonably 

smooth flat surface then, the reflected rays will fall within the aperture of the beam delivery 

optics and will therefore be collected. This is shown diagrammatically in figure 7.35. 

gcflec 
bcam 
outsid 
apertu 

Lens with 
aperture 

Work-piece 
beyond 
beam focus 

Reflected 
beam falls 
within 
aperture 

Work-piece 
before 
focus 

Figure 7.35 showing effect of beam divergence on the amount of light available for through the 

fibre detection 
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7.7.4.2 Image Effect 

Calculations with the combination of lenses used revealed that the position of the waist and image 

planes could differ by up to I. Omm. Thus the image of the fibre end does not correspond to the 

position of highest intensity. If the target is positioned at the image position, the backscattered 

light will be imaged back into the fibre in its entirety. If however, the target is positioned at the 

waist position (the position of highest intensity) not all of the light would be imaged back into the 

fibre and the amplitude of the signal would be correspondingly less. 

The inclination of the sheet material below the laser beam to produce a continuously variable 

focus has yielded some interesting results. The discontinuity observed consistently on the 

VV/visible signal shown in figure 7.22 (and also on the IR signal not shown), after 0.6secs 

correspond to changes on the surface of the weld profile perhaps indicating a transition in the way 

the beam is coupling into the work-piece. A distinct change in the weld profile can be seen from 

sections taken either side of the transition point but not immediately at this point. This suggests 

that the change in signal is associated with a change in the characteristics of a welding regime, 

most probably moving from conduction limited melting to key holing, shown by the characteristic 

'wine glass' shape in the weld cross-section. 
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Figure 7.36. Effect of laser power at two spot sizes, on maximum speed for full penetration in 

I. Omm thick mild steel. 

Several workers [33,39] have determined that at low intensity, such as that encountered with a 

defocused beam, heating of a metal target below its surface will be by conduction of heat. At 

higher intensity there is a change in the regime that creates vaporisation and an increase in 

coupling efficiency. 

An investigation was carried out to detennine the conditions of power and spot-size needed to 

produce this transition. This was achieved by welding across a horizontal I. Omm thick steel sheet 

at different power levels and optimising the welding speed until full penetration could just be 

produced. Two lens combinations were used; 
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i. Recollimating lens of 160mm and a focus lens of 80mm giving a spot size of 0.5mm 

diameter. 

ii. Recollimating lens of 160mm. and a focus lens of 120mm, giving a spot size of 0.6mm. 

diameter. 

The results of these trials are shown in figure 7.36. 
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Figure 7.37 plot of calculated power density against optimum welding speed 

The intensity (power at the work-piece divided by the area of the focused spot) was calculated 

using results from figure 7.36 and plotted in figure 7.37. To improve the accuracy the spot size 

calculation included the contribution from spherical aberrations. This revealed that the transition 
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from a conduction-limited regime to that of a vaporisation regime occurred at power density in 

the range between 2 and 6MW/cm 2. 

An estimate of the average power density occurring at the transition point seen on the inclined 

plate can be made by using geometric principles. If it is assumed that the centre of the full 

penetration region corresponds to the point where the beam waist is coincident with the plane of 

the sheet surface, simple geometry can be used to calculate the approximate spot size of the beam 

above the work plan at the transition point. It can be shown that the power density at the 
2 transition point is approximately 163kW/cm . It is therefore believed that the discontinuity 

observed on the tilted work-piece surface is associated with the transition point between a 

conduction limited and vaporisation regime. 

7.7.5 Chromatic Effects 

The origin of the separated signals with the IR and UV/visible ranges is believed to be associated 

with the chromatic aberration of light passing through the laser focusing lenses. Chromatic 

Red 

Bliie 

White 

Blue 

Figure 7.38 schematic showing principle of chromatic aberration (after 
Hecht) Red 
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aberration is a well known phenomenon which describes the effect when light of different 

wavelength passing through the same lens is focused in different planes. If we consider the thin 

lens equation 7.1 (lens maker's formula) below: 

I= (nlens 
-11-I 

f R, R2 
(7.1) 

It can be seen that the focal length (f) of the lens (in air) is a function of the lens surface radii (RI 

and R2) of the lens surface and the refractive index (nle,,., ) of the lens material. We know however, 

from dispersion theory that the refractive index of a material is not only dependent on the material 

but also on the frequency of the radiation propagating through it, 

that is; nl,, s is a function of X, 

and therefore from equation 7.1 it can be seen that the focal length of a simple lens is also 

dependent on wavelength. 

Figure 7.38 shows a schematic diagram of a lens focusing a source of white light. It can be seen 

that the positive lens has a separate focal point for each frequency (or colour) of light. For 

convenience the range of colour has been shown from red to blue. With a positive lens made of 

common lens material, such as fused silica, the focal position of the red is pushed out to the right 

of the blue. This type of chromatic aberration where an axial displacement of the image is 

experienced is known as axial (or longitudinal) chromatic aberration. 
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Figure 7.39 schematic showing effect on image position and size of chromatic aberration 
(after Hecht) 
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Figure 7.40 Variation of image distance with focal length for lens system used in process trials 

Another effect is where the image of an off-axis point causes transverse magnification. This is 

known as lateral chromatic aberration, an effect illustrated in figure 7.39. 
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The lenses used in the trials were of positive cemented achromat type, each consisting of two 

elements one positive the other negative. The achromat design allows for some correction of 

chromatic aberration but not all. The relative image displacement distance for the lenses used is 

shown in figure 7.40. It can seen that although the lenses used were achromatic, chromatic 

aberrations still occur at other wavelengths these are known as the secondary spectrum. 

Figure 7.41 shows a schematic of the principles involved in the chromatic aberration observed 

during defocus. For simplification (and to ease drawing) the two positive achromat lenses used in 

practice have been idealised as a single lens. An explanation of the principles is given below with 

reference to the figure. 

1. The work-piece is situated at the focal point of the lens, with the laser radiation forming 

an image of the fibre onto the work-piece. Process light consisting of broadband 

wavelengths, and illustrated by the two wavelength ranges infra-red (IR 1100 -1 600mn) 

and Ultra-Violet/Visible (UV/visible 300 - 700mu) is generated by the interaction of the 

beam with the work-piece. The effective focal points of the IR and UVNisible 

wavelengths respectively are less than and greater than the laser wavelength (I 064mn), 

so their images are formed before and after the fibre face. 
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Figure 7.41 Principle of signal behaviour with changes in focus due to chromatic aberration 
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At the plane of the fibre end the circle of confusion of the two wavelength bands is of 

similar size and the signal is therefore similar (assuming equal intensity). Therefore the 

core of the fibre can be seen to act as an aperture discriminating between intensities. 

2. The work-piece has been moved further away from the lens. Correspondingly the IR 

image has moved closer to the lens and more of the IR radiation is able to enter the fibre. 

The UV/visible has also moved closer to the lens but because it is focusing before the IR 

image it diverges more before the fibre face and less radiation at this wavelength band 

can centre the fibre. As a consequence a detector at the opposite end of the fibre (core 

monitor), or detecting light in the fibre cladding (Cladding power monitor) would detect 

more IR radiation and less UV radiation. 

3. The work-piece has moved back towards the focus lens that shifts both the UV/visible 

and IR images beyond the fibre end. In this condition the amount of light entering the 

fibre in the IR band is reduced and increased for the UVNisible band. 

Figure 7.42 shows a plot of calculated relative spot size on the fibre for various wavelengths. 

Manufacturer's data on the chromatic aberration characteristics of the each lens have been used. 

For each wavelength a plot has been made of the relative area in the plane of the fibre end. It has 

been assumed that the intensity across the across the beam is constant, away from the waist 

position. This is thought to be a valid approximation although it is appreciated that at the waist 

position the distribution is of constant intensity 'top hat' profile; in the near field plane only the 

central portion of the distribution will receive light from the total area of the source and a more 

conical distribution is expected [100]. In the far field plane the distribution is expected to receive 

flux almost evenly from the source. It is also assumed that the source is flat and normal to the 

axis of the lens and that the source consists of light of different wavelengths all at the same 

intensity. It can be seen that for each wavelength there is a plot that can be interpreted as the flux 
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entering the fibre end. Thus at a value of unity all of the light from that wavelength enters the 

fibre. 

It can be seen that the prediction matches very closely the behaviour observed during the trials 

suggesting that it is predominantly chromatic aberration producing the effects seen. 
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Figure 7.42 Calculated relative spot area in the plane of the fibre for several wavelengths 
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8 Experimental Trials to Observe the Spatial Behaviour of the Optical Signals During 

Welding 

8.1 Objectives 

Use of equipment to observe the spatial characteristics of the optical radiation emanating from the 

laser interaction zone is perceived as being a more complex issue than simply observing the 

temporal profile. The main reasons are that instead of a single sensor point it is necessary to use 

multiple sensors such as an array to track the movement of intensity over the area of the 

interaction zone. The complexity of such a system may also be diametrically opposed to the need 

for an industrially rugged device. In addition signal interpretation becomes more difficult since 

there is more information to interpret. 

On the other hand, with both temporal and spatial information available the probability of 

achieving a device that has greater ability is perceived as higher. The work in this chapter 

examines the changes both temporal and spatially changes in optical signals during variation in 

process parameters. 

8.2 Sensor Equipment 

A CCD camera-based sensor was used to observe spatial information from the laser beam 

interaction at the work-piece. The CCD camera was placed behind a fused silica 45' turning 

miffor, coated to reflect 1064nni laser radiation, so as to view the interaction point through the 

miffor. A schematic diagram of this arrangement is shown in figure 8.1. The arrangement 

allowed selective optical filters to be placed between the work-piece and the camera to allow the 

radiation of interest to be viewed and the unwanted radiation to be removed. 
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An image processing software (Big Sky) was used to digitally collect the signal from the camera 

and show an image graded according to the signal intensity. The software also allowed the 

digitised data to be saved and accessed as data arrays. 

CCD camera 

Fibre optic Filters 

Coated 
tumi ng 
mirror 

to laser 
source C: emented 

M, I ". - .+ achromat 
lenses 

rslide 
Workpiece 

Figure 8.1 schematic of CCD camera-based sensor arrangement 

A second arrangement was used whereby a single miniature X-Y stage was placed at the con- 

focal point of the laser beam focus optics, behind a fused silica mirror with coating centred on 

1064run. The X-Y stage was designed so that a fused silica fibre with 100ýtm core could be 

attached to it and moved manually in a raster parallel to the con-focal plane so as to allow light to 

enter the end of the fibre. Using this arrangement signals could be captured from a circular image 
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Figure 8.2. Miniature stage arrangement for gathering radiation signals from different areas in 
and around the beam interaction point in the plane of the work-piece. 

corresponding to 50ptm diameter (taking into account the imaging ratio of the laser focus optics) 

in the plane of the work-piece. 

83 CCD Camera Sensor Experimental Procedure 

The sensor arrangement used is shown schematically in figure 8.1. A silicon based CCD camera 

was placed behind a 45*-turning miffor within the beam delivery optics. This miffor was coated 

to reflect the 1064nm laser wavelength but still had a transmittance at this wavelength of 

approximately 0.2%. Other wavelengths in the visible and near infrared were transmitted with 

very little attenuation. The camera was positioned such that the two lenses fon-ned an image of 

the work-piece on both the CCD array and the fibre end-face (at a wavelength of 1064nm). The 

lenses used were both positive cemented achromats with the closest to the fibre having a focal 

fibre 
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length of 160mm and the other 80mm. The fibre core diameter was 1.0mm, and the focused spot 

size at the work-piece 0.5mm diameter. A band pass filter centred to pass 1064nm with a 

bandwidth of I Onm was placed between the camera and mirror; additional attenuation was 

controlled using appropriate glass neutral density filters. Bead-on-plate welds were produced on 

4.0 and 5. Omm thick mild steel plate using a 2kW Nd: YAG laser, a Lumonics Multiwavjm 2000. 

The laser gave 2kW at the source and after losses (measured as 18%) through the beam delivery, 

which included an optical fibre, lenses and an uncoated cover-slide, gave 1840W at the work- 

piece. 

The bcam was focused at the surface of the steel plate that was clamped securely into a fixture 

and moved beneath stationary focusing optics using an appropriate motorised linear table and 

CNC controller. Initially, optimum focus was found by sectioning welds made at a constant 

speed at various focal point elevations and, selecting the focal point corresponding to the greatest 

depth of penetration. 

To simulate conditions where laser power and speed were varying a series of welds were made at 

laser power (measured at the source) in the range I kW to 2kW and at different speeds in the 

range 0.5m/min to 3.0m/min. To simulate a focal error welds were made with different lens-to- 

work-piece distances over a range +/- 1.5mm, either side of the optimum focal position. 

To investigate the influence of work-piece temperature the work-piece was preheated. This was 

achieved by clamping the steel plate onto the surface of an electrical heater itself fixed to the 

linear table. The temperature of the plate to be welded was measured using surface 

thermocouples. Welding trials were carried out at three work-piece temperatures 26,230 and 

400T. Each weld was produced with a constant parameter setting and the camera image captured 

using software that stored the image as a graduated intensity scale. 
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To ensure that no oxidation could occur, all welds were made with argon gas shielding introduced 

via gas-shoe arrangement. 

After welding each weld was subsequently sectioned, polished and etched (Nital 2%) and the 

depth of penetration measured using a stage microscope and graticule. 

optical images were collected mid-way through each weld to ensure that a steady state had been 

reached and stored using image analysis software (Blue Sky) for later analysis. The software 

allowed the image to be viewed as a graduated scale of intensity and allowed stored of this image 

as a2 dimensional data array. 

The images obtained from the CCD camera were firstly analysed visually to determine whether 

there were any obvious trends. A computer programme was then used to analyse the data files by 

locating the centroid of the 2-dimensional data file array and plotted out the relative intensity 

from side to side and front to the rear of the weld-pool. 

8.4 Results 

Figure 8.4 shows the intensity profile of the laser beam taken at the beam waist position after the 

laser focusing lenses at mutually perpendicular directions, X and Y. 
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Figure 8.4 Beam profile at focus position 

0.5mm 

It can be seen that the beam profile is 'top hat' in shape, which is typical of beams delivered 

through fibre optic beam delivery. The results of welding trials using the through focus head 

CCD camera system are presented below: 
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Figure 8.5 weld penetration depth at various welding speeds and a constant mean power of 2kW 
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Figure 8.5 shows a plot of weld penetration depth variation for the trials at a constant mean power 

of 2kW. It can be seen that the weld depth decreases as speed increases. 

Figure 8.6 shows a plot of the intensity profile from front to back of the weld for welds made at 

various welding speeds and constant mean power. The centre of the laser beam impingement 

point corresponded to the 100 position on the x-axis. The scale corresponds to 88.79 divisions 

per mm. Therefore the focused spot size of O. 5mm would span from graduations 78 to 122 

inclusive. 
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Figure 8.6 Intensity distribution for welds made at various speeds 

The CCD camera scale can be calibrated as 61 divisions equal to 0.5mm at the work-piece. 

Therefore the peak has moved a distance equivalent to 0.2mm at the work-piece surface. 
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Figure 8.7 Penetration depth of welds made at various laser mean powers at constant welding 

speed 
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Figure 8.8 Intensity profile for welds made with various mean powers at a constant speed. 
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For the condition of variable speed it can be seen that as welding speed is increased and 

penetration decreased, the peak intensity of back-scattered light both increases and moves 

backwards relative to the motion of the beam to work-piece. However the general profile shape 

remains constant. 

For the condition of variable laser power see figures 8.7 and 8.8, the peak intensity of the back- 

scattered light decreases with increasing laser power, whilst the position of the peak does not 

move significantly. 

00ý ,a 

Laser focus position relative to mkpiece mrface 
(mm). Positive value above auface. 

Figure 8.9 variation of penetration depth with focal position 
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However the base of the profile does broaden as power is increased. 
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Figure 8.10 Intensity profile as a function laser focus 

in varying focus position relative to the work-piece surface, see figures 8.9 and 8.10, the trend as 

the focus is raised above the work-piece (in a positive sense), is for the intensity of the back- 

scattered light to increase until a focus position of -1.5mm, whereupon it decreases. As the 

relative intensity decreases a broadening of the peak is also evident. This is commensurate with 

laser and camera defocusing at the work-piece. 
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Figure 8.11 Variation of penetration due to preheat 

In the case of the preheat condition see figures 8.11 and 8.12, as preheat is increased, 

corresponding to an increase in penetration, the relative intensity of the backscattered radiation 

decreases but the position of the peak remains constant. 
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Figure 8.12 Intensity profile associated with varying degrees of pre-heat 
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Table 8.1 shows a summary of the effects described above, for convenience the convention has 

been adopted where process errors are varied to produce a decrease in penetration depth. 

Welding Mean Power Focus Above Focus Below Work-piece 

Speed Decrease Work-piece work-piece Temperature 

Increase Reduction 

Peak Moves No Change No Change No Change No Change 

Position Backwards 

Peak Increases Increases Decreases Increases Increases 

Amplitude 

Width No Change Broadens Broadens Narrows No Change 

Table 8.1 showing a summary of spatial changes to signals with variation in welding conditions 

8.5 X-Y Stage Experimental Procedure 

The fibre was aligned to the interaction point by firstly producing a small bum mark on the plate 

by gating the laser and opening the shutter for 0.3 sec. Then a white light was shone through the 

monitor fibre to image on the surface of the plate. The image being approximately one tenth the 

size of the laser spot it was relatively easy to place the monitor fibre centrally to the mark. The 

output end of the fibre was connected to the wavelength splitter apparatus where upon the 

wavelengths in the ranges, <900nm, 1064nm +/- I Onm and > 11 00nm were monitored separately. 
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A series of welds were made in 4. Omm thick mild steel plate at various conditions of speed and 

mean power. For each combination of parameters the monitor f ibre was positioned at different 

locations front to back in relation to the laser beam movement relative to the work-piece, bearing 

in mind the movement of the miniature stage was in the opposite sense to the location on the 

work-piece, so as to collect light coming from different locations relative to the laser beam 

interaction point. Two welding conditions were explored, variation in power and variation of 

speed. 

8.6 Results 

To simplify interpretation of the highly modulated signals picked up from the process the mean 

was found for each of the signal traces and plotted as a function of speed and power at each 

position. It was found that the changes where not significant when positioned at the centre of the 

weld. Changes in signal amplitude were observed 0.4 and 0.6mm from the centre towards to the 

front of the keyhole. Figures 8.13 and 8.14 show the results plotted for each of the positions. 
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Figure 8.13 Behaviour of 1064nm radiation taken at positions ahead of the beam interaction 

point. 
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It can be seen that the response of the signal to an increase in speed is when the sensor is 

positioned ahead of the interaction point is to reduce with increasing speed. When the sensor is 

positioned behind the interaction point, trailing with respect to movement of the beam relative to 

the work-piece, the response is in the opposite sense, increasing with increased speed. A similar 

response was seen when monitoring wavelengths >I I 00nm and in <900nm although the level of 

the signal was much smaller by a factor of 100 to 200 reduced compared to the 1064nm 

wavelength. 
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Figure 8.14 shows a plot of the sensor response for changes in laser power at the work-piece, at a 

constant speed of 1.5m/min, for the sensor positioned 0.6mm leading the interaction point. 
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It can be seen from figure 8.14 that as power is initially increased there is a rapid rise in signal 

that then begins to plateau, continuing to rise at a reduced rate. The point where the signal levels 

corresponds to a power density at the work piece of approximately 420MW/cm2. 

8.7 Discussion of results 

The beam profile measured at the focus position is typical of that expected from fibre optic beam 

delivery. Tle multimode beam from the laser on entering the fibre is subject to repeated 

reflection at the sidewalls of the fibre core and subsequently fills the fibre aperture losing any 

spatial effects as it propagates. As a consequence of this 'scrambling' of the beam this profile is 

not expected to change significantly with changes of entry conditions such as laser beam profile 

or with power. 

The origin of the 1064nm radiation detected by the CCD camera is believed to be dominated by 

backscatter and back reflection of the incident laser beam. Some radiation at this wavelength is 

expected from by the hot metal and plume within the keyhole but this is believed to be of much 

lesser intensity compared with that originating from the laser. The origin of the changes in the 

images collected by the CCD camera is believed to be associated with shape changes in the weld 

pool and keyhole. Changes in the keyhole shape have been observed by a number of workers 

[101,102,103]. 

We will consider the influence of each parameter change on the keyhole in turn. Changes in 

speed have produced both an increase in peak intensity and movement backwards of the peak 

intensity relative to the centre of the impingement point with increasing speed. Semak[104] 

described results of observations made with high speed and Schlerien photography of the keyhole 

during welding C02 laser sources. The results showed that during welding with 2 to 3.3kW the 
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position of the impingement point tended to be at the front of the keyhole. With reference to 

figure 8.15, at low speeds the keyhole dimension (b') tended to enlarge so that it was 2-3 beam 

diameters larger than the focused spot size (d). At higher speed the keyhole dimension (a) 

reduced in size but became elongated in dimension (b'), creating a space or void behind the 

impingement point. Also as speed increased the thickness of molten material ahead of the 

impingement point (Tip) reduced and the weld width significantly decreased. 

Molten pool 

Tip 
Keyhole 

10 Increasing speed 

Figure 8.15 Changes in keyhole shape with increasing welding speed. Semak [104] 

Measurements of keyhole and weld-pool characteristics were taken from images generated by 

high-speed video, using a similar technique to that described in chapter 7. The results are 

summarised in figure 8.16. 

It can be seen that over a relatively large change of speed of I and 3m/min there is little change in 

the keyhole dimensions. However the melt thickness ahead of the keyhole did change 

significantly over the same range by approximately 0.1 5-0.2mm. 

High-speed film was also taken of thinner Imm thick section material (as described in chapter 7) 

where the exit to the keyhole could clearly be seen. With speed changes over the same range the 
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keyhole was found to exhibit similar behaviour to the thicker material. However little or no 

change in keyhole inlet shape was observed, the keyhole remaining approximately circular with a 

diameter between 0.55 - 0.6mm, 10 and 20% larger than the focussed spot size of 0.5mm. In 

these trials the keyhole exit could be clearly seen on fully penetrating welds and it was noticeable 

that the centre line of keyhole exit moved backwards relative to the centre of the keyhole entry as 

speed was increased. The shape of the exit remained circular but the diameter reduced. Figure 

8.17 shows a summary of the dimensions taken from the work on thinner plate. 

0.7 

E 0.6- 
E 0.5- 
0 Melt thickness TI 
1-- 0.4- 0 IA , m(idth a 

0.3- Length b E 
0.2 

0.1 

o 

01234 

Welding speed (mImln) 

Figure 8.16 Keyhole dimensions taken from melt runs made on 4mm thick mild steel plate 

From Figure 8.17 it can be seen that over a welding speed change of I to 3m/min the exit of the 

keyhole shifts backwards by approximately 0.15mm. Ile effect of increasing speed is to bend 

the keyhole backwards relative to the forward motion of the beam, which is consistent with 

observations made by other workers [105,106,107]. It is believed therefore that the changes in 

peak position are associated with a shift backwards of the laser beam interaction point within the 

keyhole. 
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The variation in power is known below a certain threshold value to have a marked effect on the 

way the beam couples into the work-piece. At low intensity the coupling mechanism is one of 

conduction limited, above a threshold intensity vaporisation begins to occur and a keyhole forms 

which increases the efficiency of the coupling process. 

0.2 

E 0.15 E 
c 

0.1 

0.05 

1ý 
0 

01234 

Welding speed m/min 
!A Position a Size I 

0.6 

0.5 

0.4 E 
E 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

0 

Figure 8.17 Keyhole exit relative to the leading edge of the keyhole entry 

Video film of the weld area demonstrated that over the power range explored a keyhole was 

present in the melt pool. The reduction in power did however have an influence on the keyhole 

dimension, which reduced in diameter from 0.6mm diameter to 0.45mm, going from 2kW at the 

source to 1.5kW respectively. Interestingly as the power was increased at the work-piece the 

level of signal measured decreased, directly opposite to the increase in signal in the UVNisible 

range that increased. Suggesting that the level of activity within the keyhole had increased whilst 

the level of laser radiation being backscattered was reduced. This might suggest that the 

absorption had increased or the geometry within the keyhole was such that the backscattered laser 

radiation was directed away from the sensor. 
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The movement of peak amplitude associated with changes in focus is consistent with the 

geometric effect associated with the aperturing by the fibre and the offset of the beam waist 

relative to the focus described within chapter 7. 

The preheat result is particularly interesting as it has produced changes in monitored signal and 

weld penetration with constant beam and work-piece movement parameters. The fact that the 

penetration has increased means that the amount of energy absorbed by the material must have 

increased. This is consistent with the reduction of measured peak amplitude in the returned signal 

for increases in penetration observed with changes in power and speed. The question remains 

however whether the signal amplitude changes are associated with absorption changes or whether 

they are a function of geometric changes within the keyhole. It is possible that the two go hand in 

hand. If the signal intensity changes were independent of geometry and only a function of 

absorption then similar signal intensity would be expected for similar weld geometry. 

8.7.1 Trials with Miniature X-Y Stage. 

These trials demonstrated that by selectively positioning the detection point around the keyhole 

the spatial effects observed through the CCD camera could be seen using a simple detector. 
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9 Discussion and Implications 

9.1 Optical Signals 

The combined plots of spectra taken from the centre of the weld-pool, using the core monitor and 

the plume 4.3mra above the work-piece have very similar peak value and correspond to a 

temperature (assuming perfect black body radiation) of approximately 3870K (4140 'C). 

The result through the core monitor was initially surprising since the spectrum was effectively 

being taken from the centre of the keyhole where it was expected to be very hot. However 

considering that these conditions produced full penetration it is perhaps more understandable and 

may be more indicative of a keyhole temperature for a stable, open keyhole and where there is 

insignificant contribution coming from the walls of the keyhole, as in the off-axis case. This 

makes the temperature above the keyhole surprising since it might be expected to be significantly 

cooler than in the keyhole. The high velocity that the metal vapour is being ejected means that 

there is not sufficient time for it to cool, may be one explanation. The other more likely one is 

that the laser is heating the plume above the work-piece to the same temperature as the 

plume/plasma in the keyhole. 

From the spectra it is clear that process monitoring during the Nd: YAG process would not benefit 

from using selective sensors looking for specific changes in signal behaviour at different 

wavelengths, as might be the case for the C02 process because this information is simply not 

present. This confirms, unlike the findings of Li [89], that there are no differences in the 

temporal behaviour of the two wavelength ranges (IR and UV/visible) associated with defects in 

the process. 
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9.2 Monitoring of Backscattered Laser Radiation 

The origin of backscattered laser radiation is thought to be from the walls of the keyhole. The 

spatial profile of the backscatter indicates that the origin of the signal comes from near the centre 

of the keyhole and can move as speed is increased or decreased. At relatively high speeds, as in 

the partially penetrating case, the keyhole is know to bend backwards, away from the direction of 

travel. It is thought that this change in shape is the origin of the profile movements. The fact that 

the signal at the laser wavelength appears to follow the relative coupling of the beam is perhaps 

not surprising since the amount of material melted has to be related to the amount of energy 

absorbed. We know that increased absorption will tend to increase depth of penetration. The 

question is which comes first. Increased absorption, a drop in signal and a change in depth or a 

change in depth followed by an increase in absorption followed by a drop in signal. This 

phenomenon provides a possible method correlating penetration depth with changes in speed and 

power. Thus if a change of power is observed an automatic compensating change in speed might 

be possible to return the signal level and therefore penetration to their correct level. 

9.3 Oscillation Frequencies 

The presence of characteristic oscillation frequencies relating the length of a fully penetrating 

keyhole to the depth of penetration has very interesting implications for penetration monitoring. 

For example if a particular component of particular thickness is to be welded then there should be 

a condition during full penetration so that a characteristic oscillation frequency can be seen. If 

this frequency is present then the keyhole is known to be fully penetrating and full penetration of 

the weld can be confirmed. This approach may be quite acceptable since it was postulated in 

chapter 4 that we should assume that the process is inherently stable and that process monitoring 

should be used to detect the situation where the process departs from this stable point. A possible 
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draw-back is that the characteristic frequencies become less apparent at the maximum speed 

where full penetration occurs, and can only really be resolved at slower than optimum welding 

speed. 'Mus there may be a compromise between the need for process assurance and the 

production rate. On the basis that it is no use producing 100% scrap at high speed this may be 

acceptable. 

9.4 Changes In Focus Position 

The significance of the separate behaviour observed in the two wavelength ranges for focus 

control may not be fully appreciated without considering the problem of ensuring good 

maintenance of the focus position, relative to the work-piece. Because the chromatic aberration 

effects the position of peaks in the two wavelength bands of signal, either side of the optimum 

focus position they can be used to monitor and potentially control focus position. Focal errors 

occur when the work-piece moves relative to the focus lens, perhaps through distortion, 

variability of fixturing or robotic manipulation or perhaps just natural variability of sheet metal 

after pressing. If we consider a focus error where the work-piece moves away from the focusing 

lens, then the laser wavelength behaviour would reduce in amplitude. Similarly if we consider a 

change in focus the other way, so that the work-piece approaches the focusing lens the amplitude 

of the signal will again reduce. Thus, there is information that the focus has changed but no 

information regarding the direction of change. Information relating to the direction of the focal 

error would be a prerequisite to correcting the error if a closed loop control system is to be 

considered. 

By sensing a single wavelength, offset from the laser wavelength it can be seen that directional 

information would be available. For example, if a wavelength in the UVNisible range was 

chosen then if a negative focal error or positive focal error was experienced the amplitude of the 
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signal would go up or down respectively. The problem in single wavelength is that a control 

system would have to be calibrated to recognise that a particular value of sensor signal 

represented a particular focal position. This might be difficult to set up initially particularly when 

considering different materials and applications. By using dual wavelength bands it should be 

possible to produce a much more discriminating measure of focus position. If, for example a 

negative focal error (one that moves the plate away from the optics) was experienced, the 

amplitude of the IR signal would increase and UVNisible signal would decrease. If a positive 

focal error was experienced (bringing the work-piece closer to the focus lens) the IR signal would 

decrease and UVNisible increase. By subjecting each signal to individual gains such that their 

amplitudes were made equal, one signal could be subtracted from the other to generate an error 

signal. 'Me sign of the signal would indicate the direction of defocus i. e. if the IR signal was 

subtracted from UV/visible a negative signal would be produced, indicating direction of error 

with a magnitude indicative of the size of the error. 

Figure 8.1 shows the result of subtracting one signal from the other during a welding over an 

included mild steel plate at three power work-piece power levels, 820W, 1230W and 1640W. 

It can be seen that at each power level a clear linear portion of the signal can be seen which is 

approximately symmetrical about the zero volts position. The feasibility of using these signals 

for focus control has been proven by Haran et al [67] for a number of materials including mild 

steel, stainless steel and titanium alloys. 
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9.5 Spatial Monitoring 

It is clear from the results that considerable information is present within the spatial profile 

around the keyhole. This was particularly true for the back-rcflcctcd and scattered laser radiation 

that was shown to be useful in discriminating between different forms of process fault affecting 

penetration depth. It was hoped that a consistent behaviour would be observed in the spatial 

profile that might exhibit characteristics that could be directly related to the penetration depth but 

this was not forthcoming. 

Analysis of the spatial profile changes would be relatively complex and maybe prohibitive in the 

development of a cost effective process monitor. However it was demonstrated that the spatial 

effects could be determined by selective positioning of individual detector around the 

keyhole/weld-pool. 

9.6 Assessment of Various Signal Gathering Techniques 

Each of the techniques employed, the off-axis, cladding power monitor, core monitor and the on- 

axis CCD-camera based sensor proved practical for monitoring optical signals, which represented 

changes in the process. The relative merits of each sensor are discussed in more detail below: 

9.6.1 Off-axis Monitor 

The off-axis monitor was the simplest and cheapest to construct. By virtue of its location the 

system could be adjusted to view any part of the interaction area or areas outside of the 

immediate interaction zone. This sensor was both difficult to align and prone to being easily 

misaligned if it was knocked. To compound this, the location and position of this type of detector 

made it more vulnerable to being knocked. The nature of the location of this detector meant that 
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it would add to the overall size and weight at the work-piece this may be restrictive particularly if 

robotic manipulation is to be used. 

9.6.2 Cladding Power Monitor 

The cladding power monitor (CPM) arrangement proved to be very easy to align using a white 

light source prior to processing. If constructed properly this sensor gave good performance 

however, it did prove difficult to construct particularly in joining the monitor fibre to the main 

fibre and as a consequence was not always repeatable from one CPM to another. In addition it 

was felt that the discontinuity introduced by attaching a small fibre to the main beam delivery 

fibre would cause an area of potential weakness that might lead to premature failure of the main 

fibre when operated under dynamic conditions. 

9.6.3 Core Monitor 

The core monitor arrangement proved to be simple to use, easy to align using a simple white light 

source technique and repeatable. Of all the monitors it was the most robust being located well 

away from the processing area and benefiting from the protection of the laser cabinet. However it 

did prove impractical for use when monitoring back reflected laser radiation as the signal from 

the process was often swamped by the high signal from Fresnel reflection coming from the fibre 

end face. 

9.6.4 CCD Camera -based Monitor 

A system employing a CCD monitor proved to be the most flexible: both temporal and spatial 

inforniation could be gathered. By virtue of the fact that the fibre does not restrict its field of 

view it could be positioned to view both the area within the keyhole and the area around it giving 
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much greater potential for information gathering. However, there were perceived drawbacks in 

locating a relatively delicate piece of equipment so close to the work-piece where it could easily 

be damaged by knocks, fumes and spatter. 

Initial alignment proved difficult, since the optical filtering necessary to attenuate some of the 

process light was so dense that an image of the work-piece surface and beam impingement point 

could not be resolved under nonnal lighting conditions. 

Monitor Ease of Good Minimal Robust Temporal Spatial 

Type alignment signal to intrusion information information 

noise and weight 

Off- Axis 
x x x x 

Monitor 

Cladding 

Power x 

Monitor 

Core 
x 

Monitor 

CCD 
x x x 

Monitor 

Table 9.1 Summary of the benefits of various optical detectors 
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10 Summary and Conclusions 

10.1 Summary 

There is a clear drive towards the use of more process monitoring to provide quality assurance in 

automated environments. This is particularly true for welding, which is expected to experience 

rapid growth over the next 5-10 years. Growth is thought to be primarily within the automotive 

industry where the application of lasers to welding of car body parts is rapidly increasing. This 

work has concentrated on developing techniques that are applicable to materials used in the 

automotive industry. 

The problem of locating universal signals from the process, which are indicative of the process 

quality, was not found to be a trivial one. The dynamics of the beam interaction with metal is 

inherently unstable and the permutations of process parameters numerous. The problem is 

simplified, at least in the mind, if it is accepted that a particular welding process is inherently 

stable, the process has been developed and qualified such that it does not sit on a knife-edge, so 

the process monitor only needs to be aware of changes from the nominal. A degree of practicality 

was also exercised by ignoring situations that are unlikely to arise. 

To be really useful, process monitoring needs to be discriminating: that is, not only able to 

determine that there has been a change, but also able to pinpoint the probable cause of that 

change. It is often the case that a number of parameter changes will cause similar effects in 

monitored signals. In order to achieve this, both the temporal and spatial behaviour of signals 

were examined over a range of different wavelengths. A technique of monitoring the spatial 

N 
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profile of the back-scattered laser light during welding has been developed which makes it is 

possible to discriminate between different root causes of changes in weld penetration. 

Where possible the practicalities of closed loop control and therefore correction of process errors 

has been considered. It is a prerequisite to closed loop control that an element of discrimination 

is required so that appropriate correction can be made. The best example of the potential for 

closed loop control was the technique developed for detection of focus error which uses 

chromatic aberration of the process light within the beam delivery. Subsequent to the initial 

discovery of this phenomenon this technique has been used successfidly to control focal errors by 

Haran [67]. 

During this work the techniques for process monitoring have been identified which can determine 

Loss of focus (and provide the necessary components for correction). 

* Changes in coupling. 

o Changes in speed. 

e Changes in power. 

* Method of measuring penetration as a function of speed and power. 

* Detection of loss or achievement of full penetration. 

0 Changes in penetration depth associated with changes in preheat, speed, power and focus. 

10.2 Conclusions 

I. Tbrough-the-fibre monitoring is a practical method for in-process monitoring for 

Nd: YAG laser welding. Both the CPM and core monitor demonstrated the capability of 
detecting subtle changes in the processing regime. 
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2. The technique of incorporating sensing within the beam delivery also serves to restrict 

the impact on space around the processing zone and reduces the payload that a robot may 

have to carry. 

3. Initial coupling of the laser light into the surface of the work-piece can be observed as an 

increase in UV and IR signal intensity. Conversely, a reduction in coupling can also be 

detected. 

4. Oscillation in the keyhole can be shown to be dependent on the thickness of the plate 

material and may form the basis for a go/no-go penetration monitor. 

5. Chromatic aberration within the optics of the beam delivery can be used to determine the 

relative focus position of the laser beam to work-piece. 

6. Chromatic focus effects also provide the means for closed loop control of focus, since 

they indicate position and direction of focus error. 

7. Monitoring of the laser wavelength appears to provide information on coupling efficiency 

and may be useful for monitoring penetration depth. 

8. Monitoring of the spatial profile of back-scattered laser light can provide a discriminating 

method of penetration monitoring which can be used to identify the root cause of 

penetration errors 
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